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The Image and Reputation of General College:

. A Silrvey of the University,Community .

Ronald Matross, Ed Mack, and Carol Gersmehl

Student Life Studies and Planning

.University of Minnesota-

SUMMARY AND OVERVIEW

At the request of the Dean's` Office of General Collegg0Student Life Studies

and Planning conducted a study of the image and reputation of General College

at the University of Minnesota. Between May 22 and-June 8, 1981, 619 students,

4 . ..e,
faculty and counselors were Interviewed by telephone concerning their perceptions

.. .

and opinions of4 General College. The groups:sampled were. General College etu -
- i

dents, cdunselor from various counseling officeg on campus, counselaka from,

selected metropolitan high schools; and/students and facUlti fom the School of

o Management, the College of Education, t1e'School of Nursing, the College of

Liberal Arts, and theCollage'of Home Economics. Key'fitilings of the study

include\the fdllowing:
.. .

4-When asked how important it was tohaVe a school like Gnetal

-)College on the Twin Cities campus, a plurality of respondents

said it was very important. Two groups who shoul know the most

about General College, GC studtnts themselves and college-counse-

lors, assignedthe.highest importance ratings. aghty six percent
.

.

of t,he GC students and 87% of the University counselors rated GC
. '

ps, very important. Among high school counselors; another group

who might be expected to be well acquainted with General College,

1 ,63% assigned very important ratings.
v*

Most General gollege students gave their school high marks.

Besides saying that it was Very important to have the school at

the University, some 77% said thilt they-'would attend GC again

5
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if they had it to do.over. This proportion compares favorably

`with the % of Universitkgrad tes who saidthey would attend

. the Universi y agai. in a previous iollow-i.up study.

L,

GCstudent6 whpfsaid that they wOuld'chopse GC again cited
w.

'a nuMber of reasons,for this view,Including a supportive enlvir-
. .

'onlent,specific GC pragrans br courses, the use of GC as a

stepping stone to other colleges, and the openness of GC 6),

students with poor scholastic records or inadequate backgrounds.

\
;

7- Despite'their basically positive views toward their college,

many,PC students believed-that others on campus do not under-
.

stand or appreciate GC., A pluilility ofGC students (44%) said

. 'that General College has a negative ieputation on campus, and a c
,

majority (59%) said that other students looked dqwn on'.GC students.

, Other students tended to confirm the beliefs of a'students.

-14hilenost students in 'the tither colleges said that they per-

'Banally saw GC as fairly or very important,they also concurred

f that most students on, campus look down on GCtudents and that_

GC has a negative reputation.

Faculty tended to be less certain than were the studepts about

the negative.repatation of GC on'campus. However; they also

were less certain abbut the importance of GC tathe,.campus, in

that they generally assigned somewhat lower importance ratings
.

to GC than 4ta the students.
. ,

-- All purveyed groups, except General C011ege- students,saw GC
,

.students as. having-less academic ability than other University

student's. At the same time,' majorities of all the groups except.

GC students also did not 4cnow-that Zeneral College students go'.

onto,gradua9 and,professional school in,proportions equal tb,

-students in other-undergraduate colleges at the University.

The most negative ,views(of General' College cane. from faculty and

students in the School of Management, who gave GC the lowest dlpor,

tance ratings, and made,the most negative comments about the.schoal.
A

4 ,, A 4
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- - Both groups of counselors tended to be positive toward GC and

to see it as-having a distinctive and important role. In explain-
.

-ing what types of students they recommended General College to,

high school counselors most frequently mentioned students wh6

for various reasons wanted to go t6 the Univdrsity but orb

;Could not meet the admissi.onaostandards of other colleges at the

University. They also mentioned seeing GC as a good place

for underachievers and "late bloamerS-"

- - Many respondents. commented on the need for more informational,

and public relations efforts from General College. This senti-
4

went was especially strong among the high school counselors, two

thirds of whom said that they had not spoken to any representatives

of General Colrege in the previous six months.

4

a
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INTRODUCTION

Background -

General College Im4e _

4

a In 1982 the University of Minnesota General College will reach its 50th

,anniversary. As part of as larger effort to take stock and plan for the future,

the General CollegeDean's office commissioned a study of the image of the

college among students, faculty, and counselors. This is the report of that

study.

General College is in 'a position -where concern abouits image is under-
, .

\,.
!

%

standable and necessary. Sinc e its beginnings it has been different from

other colleges in the University. As recorded in a history of the college

by. iMoen (1979),-General College began as a vehicle for providing interaisci-
.

(

plinary general education to students who were not able or inclined to pulsue

a conventional four-year IT
t
betel arts degree. Courses were grouped into broad

areas., and traditional credits ware not used.

The collegeltrew'treMendously in the yeard following World War 'II:as it
,

r
accommodated the' influx of veterans returning from the war.. In res.ionse to ,

t

.,
.

f .the needs of these students, the curriculum became morediverse and in some

ways more_traditional. Coursework was developed more along disciplinary

1
li es,-andedits were assigned so that students could more easily transfer

......../

to other college in the University to complete four,year'degrees. 86me purely

vocational progragp ware also added.
6

4
'In the early 1970's the college again responded to the times by heighten-

ing its concern for disadvantaged and minority students. Outreach programs 4

in the community and support services were-developed for these groups. The

curriculum was further expanded with the.additionof baccalaureate,and-certi-

ficate programs.

I
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Throughout its evolution, General College has maintained a consistent

mission as the place at the. University where any high school graduate, regard-
.

less of background or past, performance, can gain a University of Minnesota

education. Th6 composition of the current student body reflects that mission.

proportion of minority' group students in General College in 1980 was 17.6%

compared to only 4.9% in the College of Liberal Arts. The majoglity of stu-

dents graduated in the bottom half of their-high school class, and 50% gradu-

ated in the bottom third (Romano et al, 1981).

Givpn General'College , s position as part of a large, elite, research-

oriented university,'it is predic \ab-le that students and faculty in the

College will sometimes be treated as second-cl s citizens. ,Illustrative of

the concern and'anger that such treatment can cruse among Genera1?Col ],ege

faculty and students was a controversial opinion 'iece 'in the Minnesota Daily

in 1975 by a General C011ege.faculty member, Willi Hathaway. The article

asserted that the Ger,eral College students were tr ted as the "niggers" of,

the campus, continually being put down and treated inferior. In 1979 the

ire of the General,College was again tapped after a ail cartoon depicted

General College students as kindergarteners in a sand ox. Angry protests over

tJe cartoon continued for several days after it was pu lished.

In many leaIli-Pets the depiction of General College, tudents as intellectu-

ally inferior reflects a lack of knowledge of.the colleg s student body and

programs. le it is true that the high school perfo ce of the average

,

General C 1 ege student is not as high, General College students go onto .

graduate and professional school in about the sanle,propdition (20%) as do

4010

other undergraduates at the University. They also enter professional-level v

occupations in about the same proportion as do CLA students. The list of

9
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GC graduates who have achieved notable success after college is long and note-

( worthy. T)ough.national recruiting and a "buyers' market,". the ,credentials

of the faculty have become comparable_to those of faculty in Other colleges

at the University. . .
.

In the early 1980's the image of General College has acquired more seril-

us implications than it has had before. The first reason for this situation /
. ,_ . . ..

is the state of the economy and impending hard times in higher education.

. .zsissagr
.

With decreased tax revenues and expected enrollment declines, state universi-..

ties are entering a period 'of retrenchment andincreased competition for

ciminishing resources. General College, along with other colleges in the

state, is being scrutinize0 from a cost/efficiency point of view. BeSies

General College, six community colleges in the Twin Cities area Ilow offer two

year degrees,. In thefall of 1980 the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating
4.

Board issued a report on the state's community college system calling fOr a

reexamination of the need for General College in light of the groWth of state

and metro area community colleges.

Within the, University itself, questions have also been raised abOui,the'need

for General College bachelor degree programs when the College of Liberal Arts

offers traditional B.C. degrees, and the University College offers flexible,

interdisciplinary degree programs.

. A second factor- operating to increase the importance-of the.image of

6
General College is a revisionist sentiment with regard to innovative educational

programs. In the publis schools this sentiment is represented by the Hbaclvto

basics" movement, which stresses the teaching of fundamental academic skd'lls

using traditional methods. Inkhe University this sentiment is expressed

the viewpoint that the University, at least on the Twin Cities campus, should

4
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a

places highest priority pn graduate and traditional unslergraduate education

for the academically talented. From this point of view, the mission of General

College is. not central to the missiow of the Twin Cities campus.

"Design' and Content of the Study 4

These. concerns formed the background for the study conducted between May..

22-and June 8, 1981 and reported here. Samples from a number of groups oh

campus and one-groupaff campus were r;eyed on their views of General,

College. Frtm on campus, telephone interviews were conducted with General

College students and with students and faculn'irom five colleges--School of.

.

Management, Home Economics, Nursing, Education, and Liberal Arts. These col-.
, .

leges were chosen because many General College students transfer into them. Alsto

included were ti.7 groups of counselors, one group from various counseling offices

-an campus, and the other from selected high schools in the Twin Cities area.

The counselors were included because they often directly advise students and

Potential students about choicds of programi, colleges, and majors. 'This is

v----especially so with the high schoorcounselors.

Each group was.asked about-their knowledge of'the charactetiAics of Gen-

.'

eral College programs and students, their view of the reputation of General

College op campus, and haw important it is to have General' College on the

Twin Cities campus. Also, the high schodl counselors were asked what sorts of

students they would recommend to General College rather than the question about

reputation. General College students were asked whether they would attend

General College again if they had it to do over., All-groups were asked for

open-ended comments about General College.

. The following pages present the findings of the survey and an analysis
ti

of these findings. Appended are a detailed description of the study methodology

or
A
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8

'(Appendix A), copies of the qudstionnaires used (Appendix g), and a listing of
. ,

the commentsabout GeneralCollege made by the respondents (Appendix C).

Notes: Percentages on the tables may sum to 99% or 101% due tO
. rounding.

In most tables percentages sum across the rows.

J

;.

r

I
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FINDINGS

I. ASSESSMENTS OF GENERAL COLLEGE: RATINGS AND COMMENTS

IA. Perceived Importance of General College

...-

Although the majority of respondents in all groups said that they thought it.)

was at least fairly' important to have e school like Generalcollege on the

Twin Cities campus, the'groups did differ in their responses to this question.

Two groups who would be expected'to know a great deal about General College,
_ft

U of M counselors and GC students, placed the highest importance on the role

of General College, with 87% and 86% respectively, saying that it was very

important. High school counselors, who are in a position to influence prospec-

tive students, also gave GC a...relatively high importance ranking (63% very

.important). The groups assigning the lowest importance ratings to General

College were the faculty and students of the School of Management. In all 4,

colleges except Home Economics, the students tended to see GC as somewhat

more important than did the faculty.

Table 1
In your view how important is it for the University to
have a school like General College on the Twin Cities campus?

(In Percentages)

Very Fairly
Import. Import.

(1) (2)

Slightly.
Import.

(3)

Not
Import.

(4) Total Mean*
9 I

Faculty and Staff
Counselors (N=47) 87 7 , 4 2 100% 1.21
Management (N= 33 , 0 56, 11 ' 100%..' 2.44
Education (N=2 34 45 21 0 100% 1.86
Nursing (N=3) .., V 67 '0' 0 33 100% 2.00
Liberal Arts (N=61) 43 29 ik. 15, 13 100%. 1.98
Home Economics.(N=5) 60 40 . O. 0 100% 1.40

'Counselors

63 31 4 - 2 . .100% 1,46'High School (N=48)

Students
Maifigement (N=43) . 30 38 32 0 - 100% 2.02
Education (N=48) 65 23 10 -- 2 100% ,1:50

- Nursing'(N=45) 51 46 3 0 100% 1.51
Liberal Arts (N=89) 43 39 14 4 100% 1.80
Home Economics (N=44) 50 34 -11 5 100% 1.70
General College (N=128)

.
86 10 3 . 1 p0% 1.19

*Lower means indicate greater importance.
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IB. Would Students Attend GC Again?

When asked whether they would go to GC again if they had it to do over, 77%

of the GC students said that they would. This figure is comparable to the

75% of all University graduates who said that they would attend the Univer-

sity again in a follow-upstudy of 1977 and 78 graduates. Those who said

that they would go to General College again cited four main reasons: (1) the
o

supportive environment in General College, (2) Inadequacies in their own back-

ground, (3) their view of GC as a useful stepping stone to other colleges, and

(4) the particular programs and courses offered by GC. Among those who said

they would not attend again, the primary reasons for this view were their

preference for CLA or some other college, and their view that the courses

in GC are too easy.

Table 2a
If,you had it to do over again, would you go to Gen-
eral College? (Asked of G.C. students.only).

Yes. 99 77%

NO-",,j6 20%
Don't Know 4 3%

129 ' lop%

Table 2b.
Reasons for Choosifig or Not Choosing General College Again

N %

Yes--supportive environment 20 16
Yes--other A.45 15

Yes--stepping stone 8 14
Yes--background inadequate 18 14

Yes--programs, courses 14 . 11

Yes--eases re-entry 7 5

Yes -- flexibility' 7 5

No --lack of courses 8 6

No --too easy 7 5

No --wished els9wheie 6 5

No --chose GC olier CLA 3 2

No --negative reputation 2 2

. A

14
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General- College Image

Respondents were asked Whether they had.any comments or suggestions about

General College (GC students were asked whether they would go to GC again).

Most of these open-ended comments tended to be positive towards General

College or to suggest the need for more publicity, public relations activi-
.

ties, or informati n dissemination. From a recruiting perspective it is impor-

tant to note that- most half the comments by high school counselors referred

to the need for more informationaout the college.
,

4

'

Table 3
Comments or Suggestions about General College__

(Asked `of all except G.C..students)'

. (Percentages are fbr those who made comments (N=245)
not for the total number of respondents (N=490)

Faculty and Staff

Needs Need Comment
More Generally Generally Pro$... about

,

P.R. Positive Negative Changes Survey Misc. Total

Count:fa-Ors (N=47), 14 . 51
'. Management (N=6) 50 0

Education (N=18). 17 ' 61'
Nursing.(N=1) 0 0

Liberal Arts (N=34) 32 .26

Home Economics (N=1) 100 0

Counselors . .

48 37High Schooll(N=48)

Students
Management (N=16) 25 A
Education (N=4) , 27 40
Nursing (14) 23 53

06 Liberil Atg (N=42) 33 31
Home EconoAks (N=16) 19., .44

1

3

33

c
'tt

27

0

0

0

5

17

100%
.100%

11 11 0 0 100%
100 0 0 0 100%
18 24 0 0 100%
0 0 . 0 ' 0 100%

0 9 6 0 ,100%

19 19

,

0 12 100%
' 13 7 0 . 13 100%

8 '_. 8 0 8 100%
12 10 0 14 100%
6 12 0 9 100%

General College, NOT APPLICABLE

1
15
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II. THE REPUTATION OF GENERAL COLLEGE

IIA. Perceived Reputation

r

'Open-ended responses to a question about General College's reputation on campus '

were post-coded into six categories, according to whether the respondent thought

the reputation was positive or negative. Pluralities of all the student groups,

including Geeral College students, said that the reputation of General College

wasnegative...,Faculty were less certain about the reputation of GC. Plurali-

ties of U of M counselors and faculty in Education and Home Economicssaid .fhat

the reputation. was positive. The highest proportion of both students and

faculty saying that there was a negative reputation was in the School of Management.

. Table 4
From what you have heard, what would you say is
the reputation of General College on campus?

(In Percentages)

Positive Negative Mixed Ambiguous)
Rep. Neg.

Pos. Pers.2 Know Total'

Faculty and Staff '

43
.0

46

20

30

..40

15 21,
55 18
16 :6
20 7

26 7

,20 20

8

9

13

9

9

' 0

13
0

6 .

-A
.4

0

0

18
13

20

24

20

:t.

100%
100%

100%.

100%

100%
100%

Counselors (N=47)
Management (N=11)
Education (N=31)
Nursine(N=5)
Liberal Arts (N=74) .

HoMe Econo cs (N=5)

Counselors
, NOT APPLICABLEHigh School (N=48)

Students
Management (N=43) 7 76 5 5 0 7 100%
'Education (N=48)
Nursirt10=45)

19

13

34

47
2

4

6

0-

31

32

100%,
100%

Liberal Arts (N=89) 21 50 7 8 11 100%
Home Economics (N=44) 25 44 /". 2 9 2 18 100%
General College (N=129) 32 44 8 4 7 5 100%

1 "Ambiguous" was used for comments that did not clearly indicate a positive
or negative attitude.

2, /

:Reputation Negative/Positive Personal" refers to comments in which the respondent
said that the reputation was negative, but their own view was positive.

.16
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IIB. Do Other Students Look Down on GC?

Majorities of all student groups except Nursing said that they thought Gen-

eral College students wsreldoked down on by other studentsat the University/

Three out of five General College studentS agreed with thiS view as did a

majority of counselors. Facultyweragenerally"less certain than were the

students of how other students view GC students.

Table 5
From c.iat yOu.have heard, do you think othei students at
the U tend to look down on General College students, or not?

(In Percentages)

Yes No
Don't
Know Total

. .

FacUlty and Staff f

Counselors (N=47) 62 .23 15 100%
Management (N=11)' 46 0 54 100%.
Education (N=31) 55 10 ( 35 100%
Nursing (N=5) 40 40 20 100%
Liberal. rtS (N=74) 41 20 39 100%
Home Economics (N=5) r, 20 0 80 100%

Counselors
High (N=48) 54' 3 23 100%

Students
. .

Management (N=43) . 67 19 14 100%
Education CN=48j 52 40 8 100%
Nursing,(N=45) 49 40 11 100%
Liberal Arts (N=89) 65 28 7 100%
Home Economics (N=44) 57 39 4 100%
General College (N=129) 59 -40 1 100%

417
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III. PERCEPTIONS OF GENERAL COLLEGE STUDENTS AND'-PROGRAMS'

IIIA. Students Recommended to General College by High School Counselors
-/N

High schoolcounselors most often said that they recommended General College

to Students who wanted to go to the University but who didn't qualify for

admission to other colleges-at the U. A number also said that they recom-

mended General College t9 individuals with lower scholastic performance in

high school, including possible ."late bloomers" who hadn't Yet realized'their

potential.

Tsble 6

what type of students
General College? (Asked

Based on your counseling experience,
are you most likely to recommend to
of high school counselors ,only).

Those desiring U. only* 17 36%
Loci performers 13 27%
Late bloomers' 12 25%
Don't recommend G.C. 2 4%
Those unsure of goals 4 8%

48 100%

18
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IIIB. Views of the Percentage of Minority Students in General College

Across most groups the perception was that General College has a higher per-,

centage of minority students than do other colleges. For those groups in
,

which this was not the case, the most frequent response was "don't know."

Table 7
From what you know, would you say General College has a higher, lower,
or equal percentage of minority students than do other'colleges at the U?

(In Percentages).

ill'tI
' Higher: Lower Equal Total

Faculty and Staff
Counsplors (N=47) ,s 90 ' 0 4 6 100%
Management (N=11) 37 0 27 36 100%
Education (N=31) , ,64 0 0 36 100%
Nursing (N=5) 40 0

y 20 40 100%
Liberal Arts (N=74) 45 0 7 48 100%
Home Economics (N=5)

c

20 0
i

20 60 100%
z

Counselors

40 0 35 25 100%High School (N=48)

A

Students
Management (N=43) 37 7' 21 35 100%
Education (N=48) 31 2 42 25 100%
Nursing (N=45) 49 11 22 18 100%
Liberal Arts (N=89) 42 6 35 17 , 100%
Home Economics (N=44), 43 2 30 25 . 100%
General College (N=1?9) 73 3 18 6' 100%

I
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IIIC: Views of the AcademiC Ability of',GC Students

k
General College Image ,*
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Thp dominant percittion among faculty and counselors, except in Nursing,
, .

wi# that the academic ability of General College students is lower than that

of other students. Students were more evenly divided on this question.

General College students wei less likely than others to see theEelves as

having leSs'academic ability. Nearly two thirds of the G( students asserted

that their academic ability wis the same or higher than Oat of other students.

/
,

-

. Table 8 ,,
t

Do you think that the academic ability of. General College stu-
dents is higher, lower, or about the same as other undergraduates?

(In Percentages)

Higher - Lower
Don't
Know Total

Faculty and Staff r

Counselors (N=47) 0 66
0

30 4 100%
Management (N=11) 0 82

,

-0 18 100%
. Education (N=31) 0 76 17 7 . 16%

Nursing (N=5)) 0 20 80 0 100%
Liberal Arts (N=74) 0 . -' 51 21 28 100%

I Home Economics (N=5) 0 75 25 0 100%

Counselors

0 71 27 2 100%High School (N=48)

Students
.

Management (N=43) 0 49 ., 37 14 100%
Education (N=48) 2 48 48 2 100% -

Nursing .(N=45) 0 49 40 11 100%
'Liberal Arts (N=89) .2 51. 45 2 100%
Home Economics (N=44) 0 41 52 7 100%
General College (N=129) 4 34 61 l- 100%

.4

p

.,
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IIID. Knowledge of How Many GC Students Go on to Graduate School,.

The strong general trend in all groups except GC, students, was to incorrectly

perceive that General CoIlege.studentsare less likely to, go on to graduate

school than are other students.
4

Table 9 .

,

Compared to ,other students- at the U, do you think General College stu-
dents are more, less, or equally likely to go on to graduate school?

(In Percentages)
0

More
Likely

Less
Likely

Squally
likely

?Don't
Know Total

,

Faculty and Staff
Counselors (N=47) 0 s 81 15 4 100%

Management (N=11) 0 64 9 27 100%
Education (N=31) 3 ....., 74 13 10 .100%

Nursing (N=5) 0 -, 60 40' 0 100%

Liberal Arts (N=74) 0 61 '7. . 32 100%

Home Economics (N=5) 0 60 . 0 1. 40' 100%

Counselors.

High School (N=48) , 2 84 . 8 6 100%

Students .

' ,

4

A

Management (N=43) 2 49 23 26 100%

Education (N=48) , 8
,

46 36 10 100%
Nursing (N=45) 0 53 27 20 . 100%

,Liberal Arts (N=89) 0 53 37 10 100% $

Hanle EconOmics (N=44) 2 50 41 7 100%

General College.(M=129) 8 '39 , 49 4 100%
14

TOP
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IIIE. Views of 'Vocational Training in GC

Both counselorgroups stood apart Uom the'other respondents, in that hajorir

ties perceived a greater emphasis on job .training in General College than in,

other colleges. More typically, respondents sal&that the emphasis= job
. -

riaining in a was the,same or else they didn't know.. Among the recipients

of General College education, students themselves, only slightly pver a tard

said that,GC emphasized job training more than did other colleges.

Table 10:'
.1

Compared to other undergraduate colleges; at-the U, do you think Gen-
eral College emphases job training more, less; or aboutthe same?

f.

(In Percentages)

'More Less
'

Same
-s.

Don't
Know

.

.Faculty and Staff . _...

70

46

30. 1

0

16

2-5

52.

26

23

36

, 36

16

36

4 2

0.

7

0

.1

0-

2

17

15

4

14

9

10

.

26.
I§

46 -

'60 '

.° -37

50N

27

26

- 484.

,40
39

57'

43 -

2

36

-417

Ap

,46

,: 25

,19

31

,, 14

20
11.

18
11;

Counselors (N=47)
Management (N=11)
Education (N=31)
'Nursing 0=5) -

Liberal Arts (14=74)
Home Economics (N=5) k

Counselors
High School (N=48)

Students
Management (N=43)
EduCation (N=48)
Nuising (N=45)
Liberal Arts =89)0
Some Economics (N=44)

-. General.College (N=129)

a

A

Total

_
100%
100%

100%
loca' ,
100% \

. 1002

100%

100%'

1(74.

anI

,100%.
100% .

9

a

a



IIIF. Views of Grading Standards in GC'

Among faculty and counselors

standards in Gener'il College

"dor4't Studenti were

. the same, or lower in General

General College Image
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there wasa,tendency to perceive grading

as the same as-in'other colleges or to respond,

morelikely to say that grading standards were

College.

'

'Table 11
Would you say grading standards in General College are higher,
lower, or about the same as other colleges at the University?

\

.

--:

4.

(In Percentages)

Higher Lower Same
Don't
Know Total

'

t

Faculty and Staff
2,
0

3

0

1

o

4

0

0

0

0

0
6

.

4

15

18
20

0

17
, 40

V

17

30

.21
29'4

29

32

34

,

62

? 27

37-
80

25
20

54

26
, 64

47 .

54

. 54

52.

ci

21
55

40

20

57

40

25

44

15

2i

17

14

-8

:

100%
100%,

100%
100%

100%
100%

.100%

100%

100%
,100%

,100%
100%
100%

Counselors (N=47
c Management (N=11)
Education (
Nursing (N=5) -

Liberal Arts (N=74)
Home Edokmics (N=5)

Counselors ,

High School (N=4IV

Student
Eanagement.(N*43)
Education (N=48)
Nursing (N=45)
Liberal Arts (N=89)
Home Economics (N=44)
General College (N=129)

->
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IV. CONTACT WITH GENERAL COLLEGE

M.T.A. Personal Relationships with GJE Students and Faculty

A majority of 411 students and faculty, except for faculty in the schools of

Management and Home Economics, said that they personally knew a student or

faculty_member inGeneral College. However, whether or not a respondent knew
. - 1

someone in GC was not statistically related to attitudes about the-importance

of GC. ,--

I. Table'.

,
.

Do you personally know a student or faculty member in General College?
.

--,

0

.
(In Percentages)

t
DOn't

`Yes No Know
s. .

Total

o

I

Faculty and staff

98
46
74._

80

65

40
.. --

-, 72

58

51
67.

64

)

0 2

'54 0

23 3

20 0

31 4

60 , 0

NOT APPLICABLE

,28 0

40 2

49 0
32 1

34 2

NOT APPLICABLE

100%

100%

100%

'100%
100%

100%
.

100%
100%
100%
100%
1001

-

' .
Counselors (N=47)
Management (N=11)
Education (N=31)
Nursing (N=5)
Liberal Arts (N=74)

. Home Ecodomics (N=5)

Counselors
Higli School

Students
Management (N=43)
Education (N=48)
Nursing (N=45)
Liberal Arts (N=89)
Home Economics (N=44)
Geneial College

IVB. High Sckool Counselors' Contact with GC

TWo thirds of the.high school counselors interviewed reported that they had not

talked with a representative or staff member of General College within the

previous tax months. . ,,,

. Table 13
In. the past 6 months have you talked with a staff member-10r repre::,
sentaave of General College? (Asked of hie school counselors only)

IA
Yes .16 33%
No 32 67%'

48 100%

at,

24
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ANALYSIS'
4

One way to look at the results of the survey is in terms of che'"To

know them is to love them" hypothesis. Those who have reason to be know-
\

ledgeable Aout General College, GC students and high school aneUniversity
.

, .

counselors, e the highest importance ratings to the need for General Col-
1

lege and saw 1,n the most positive terms. . 1

I
.-/`

n'a "bottom line" assessment of their'school, 77% of the GC students said-
*,

that they would go to General College again if they had it tondo over-. This

figure is comparable to the proportion pf University graduates (75%) who

answered the same question in a follow-up studyof 1978 graduates from, all

colleges in the University. Illustrative of their comments were:

-- "I'd go in a second..."
-- "Yes, because I liked it."
-- "I feel it is good experience'and better than community colrege."

"I've certainly enjoyed /it. I'd say yes."
-- "Like I said, it's a fantastic opportunity."

1
4

In explainidg their positive attitudes toward their school,
-
many of the

General College studelfa who were interviewed talked about the ways in which

General College served their unique Reds. -Examples of such comments by

G.C. student are: *o

-- "I went back to schoolafter 10 years of not being in school and
I needed a refresher course to get going again. .I got it in G.C.

-- "I get more out of G.C. because it's a slower pace. I learn qAckly
but like tos.igo at a little slower pace and have more individual help."

Other General College students focused on the unique programs and eUr-
,,

,

portive environment available/in General College.

"Because,my major is para-legal whiCh no other.college at the
U offers."

/

-- "It's a rather flexible college -- for people4who aren't sure of
what they want."

JIM

.7
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0

-- "It seems like you getmore help, the\faculty is mare concerned
both personally and academically."'

-- "I think it's a real supportive college and I probably would
have dropped out by now if I had gone right Jaato LA."

1, . .

_

.Co0.0 ents from GC-students were not altog<ther,positi e. A number mode

,f ''''
,

negative comments as well as offering some specific suggestions for changes

in General College. These included:

-- "General College vestricts you-fromAaking classes outside
college, and I feel you should be able to take,claises wherever
you please if you're paying for it. The procedure for admissions
is very drawn out--too drawn qut."

-- "They need b %tter classes and more transferrable courses."

-- "in other colleges more things ire offerde:"

-- "In General College I can't'have a specific mafor.:11"...

,The basically positive attitude of most GC students'towardtheir college.,

and-their own academic ability, contrasts with their perception that GC his a

negative reputation .on campus and that other students look down on them. Given

these perceptions, it is understandable that many GC students may see themselves

as part.of an unfairly stigmatized minority group.

The other group of survey respondents that would be expected-to. be, fairly

knowledgeable about GC, High school and U of M counselors, were also very

I
positive in their comments, or many counselors the existence ofGeneral Col-

.

lege makes their work easier. They have a place to send certaillkinds of stu-

dents who would otherwise not have'a niche that suits theironeeds so, well.Atrom

the reports of both high school and U counselors, there are a number of pros*-

tive students who were not in the upper part,of their graduating class but W.;;

really want to go to the University rathq than4a community college. Some

examples of such comments by high school counselors are:

rte
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-- "The students who don't meet CLA requirements b* are committed
to go on to college, and for some reason want to be on a big
campus as opposed'to a community college."

- - ':For people who have/a strong orientation to go-to the Univer-
sity but don't qualify for CLA."

, CounseloA also.rep44ted that General - College was an excellent .place

for the underachiever-and the late bloomer, individuals-who did not realize

their full potential in high school. Examples df such comments are:

- - "To those who have fairly high potential but have not had
high schievement in high school."

- - "For itettident who perhaps has decided to go on to school
with,lawer'grades in high school."

-.A student who has potential but has never used it, to give
them another chance to use their ability."

414

Interestingly, high school and University counselors were more likely

than other groups to see General College as more vocationally oriented than

other colleges at the University% Seventy percent of the college counselors

and 52%.of the high school counselors said that General College emphasized

job training more than other colleges did. This coitrasts with only 36% of

General College students themselves who believed this.

Thus to persons who know General College well, most GC students and those

who counsel current and prospective students, General College does appear

' to have a distifictive and important mission. For them, the uniqueness of

,

the College detilies both from its particular curriculum and support programs

and from its ability to offer a University of Minnesota education (as opposed

to simply a college education)'to those who would not be able tol\enter other

colleges in the Ui.versity.

Among those who are not so intimately involved with.General College, the

image of the collegeGis not quite so positive. While most'students in the other

27
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of the comments from faculty in all the colleges were:

I
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colleges tended to regard General College as at least fairly important, most

also said that they believed General College students were looked down on by

others on campus, and pluralities (34-76%) said that they thought General .

College had a negative reputation on campus. The college with the greatest

proportion of students saying this was the School of Management (formerly

Business Administration).

Illustrationsof some of the comments made by students from colleges

other than General College about the reputation of Generq. College are the

following:

-- "Students seem to be at a lower intellectual level."

-- "(It) meets needs it is set up to meet."

-- "Classes are sometimes too easy."

-- "I don't think it has a fair reputation, it's more negative
than it deserves."

-- "Some people think it's for people who can't handle hard-core
courses."

-- "People find out what choices and opportunities G.C. offers and
their opinion goes up. Education should be open to as wide a
number of people as possible."

Students as a whole seemed to take the somewhateparadoxical position that

General College was important but that it has a rer negative reputation and
40 4

other students look down on it.

Among faculty the responses were somewhat different. Fewer said that

they thought General College had a negative reputation, although most agreed

that other students tended to look down on General College students:c. However,

in each, college, factilty tended to place less importance on the role of General

College than did students from that college. As with students, the faculty

from the School of Management were the least positive. Illustrative of some

eV
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A,.

-- "I think it's mixed. Thereiis a feeling that students are not
as good in GeneralaCollege but the faculty is very good.&.

-r "Students,.at least, are slightly leas scholastically oriented.
Faculty is less intense and less concerned about research as other
colleges:

-2 "I thihkGeneral College curriculum is watered down; students
are not well directed."

Implications

More than anything else the survey documents the need for better COmmuni-
%

cations and public relationd Qn the part of General'College. Among high

school counselojs and several of the faculty groups the need for better infor-

mation was the most-frequent comment volunteered.

-- "I'd like 'to know some information about the people that go
on to graduate schogi from G.C.".

-- "Need a little bit on what they determine as objectives of
their schoo."

-- "I think ke should get moreinformation'about their programs."

-- "It would be,helpfuL to be better informed about G.C. We'would
like catalogs out here, too. Just more things it general to
,help us present it better to the students."

<

The survey suggests some directions in whidh those communication efforts

might take. One direction might be to emphasize the nature of the General

College student population. Majorities of all groups surveyed did not knoW

the-degree fo which students in General College go on to graduate and pro-
.

fessional schools. At the 'same time they clearly 'agreed that students in

GenerA College were lower in academic ability. Mapy may be unappreciative

of the-numbers in General College who are "late bloomers" or who have hidden
14C)

talents that lead them to-success in later life. Better-information about.

these things 'light help correct the generally observed situation that other

students atthe University look dawn on General College. students.
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. A second direction for information efforts suggested by the findings

is to highlight the uniqueness of General College prograts. Several faculty

commented that General College's two year programs seemed redundant with the

offerings of local community colleges, and that the four year programs

seemed'redundant with those of the College of Liberal Arts and University

College.

-- "Given the growth of other programs that serve the same need, I
wonder if there is a need-for General College.

-- "Is there a need to offer a 4-year program?"

-- "With the growth in higher, education in'Mannesota in the last 15
years, the need for G.C. in the Minneapolis/St. Paul area may be less

,-.44reat than when G.C. was established,' that iS particularly with .

Minneapolis Community College and Metropolitan .State University."
)

ReduUdanc ,yith other programs is not necessarily bad, as is indicated by

the couft4lors who talked about the need to have a place at the University
44,4 H

to send lower achieving students. Nevertheless, one of the major problems

\for General College's faure is to define and publicize a unique role for

itself in the state's higher education system.
e '

Inevitably there will be some students and faculty, perhapsea sizeable
N

number, who will remain unaffected at resistant to informational efforts

from General College. A "dpn't know and don't care" attitude may well be

a perpetual response of some people toward General College. One trend in

modern higher education is that faculty and even students have become increas-

ingly allied with their disciplines, and:less allied with the campuses where

they happen to be plying their trade. The result is a lack of inrest in

_
.

parts of the campus outside their own. Others will remain' philosophically

opposed-to the idea of having a place like Gene

1
al College in the midst of

a large research-oriented university. One fac ty member expressed this view-
...

'Point by saying:
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--'"The U of M is a research institution and that makes it difficult for
any unit like G.c., which is so dominantly a teaching college. Whether
fair or not, these faculty have trouble with reputation, status, and
teaching load."

. Still the survey findings do give some reason to believe that thef"To

know them i s to love them" hypothesis applies to General College. Stress

ing the unique qualities of General College programs and students may help

it to win new friends and bolster the enthusiasm of old friends. The price

of not doing so npy be considerable. It is one thi4g to be misunderstood and

unappreciated in a.time of growing enrollments and expanding resources. It

is quite another to be misunderstood and unappreciated in a time of declining

enrollments and diminishing resources.

31
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APPENDIX A

METHODOLOGY

Instrument Construction
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All respondents'were aSked'the' same core iet of perception and infot-

mation questions, but 'other questions were included which were specific` to

each subgroup. Only the faculty subgroup and the University counselors were

interviewed with the same instrument.
.

/
The questions were developed by the University Poll in conjunction with

Measurement Services and General College staff. Pre Meet telephrnellinter-

views were conducted with a small number df individuals from each subgroup,

and the instruments were fevised as needed. All interviersdwere conducted

between May 22 and June 8, 1981, by Koser Surveys, Inc., a private polling firm.

University Counselor Selection.

A preliminary list of career counselors was provided by the Student

Counseling Bureau. Because the list also contained the names of snmeindi-

viduals and organizations not affiliated with the University,, or some who

were only marginally involved in student contact, it was reviewed by an Exten-

/
sion Division counselor familiar with, active University counselors. After

elimination of non=active or otherwise inappropriate'coudselors, 36 names

remained. To this group were added the names oe12 others at the University who

were identified as being involved in student counseling. The total-counselor

sample was 48 and interviews were completed with 47, for a response rate of 98%.

High School Counselor Selection,

Guidance counselors from 13 high schools in the Twin Cities Metropolitan

Area were eelected 'for interviews. In total, 49 counselors were included-Am

the sample and. interviews were completed with 48 for a completion rate. of 98%.

General College provided a listing of-higb schools in the metropolitan
--`

, .

area whiCh,had at least 20 graduates enrolled in General College as of Fall,
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1980. These schools were grouped into four categories: St. Paul_schools,

.

Minneapolis schools, St. Paul suburban schools, and Minneapolis suburban

General College Image'
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schools. After eliminating those which had changed 'from senior to junior'

high, ,and those which brad been closed, the listing consisted of the following:

St. Paul, 5 schools; Minneapolis,,9 schools; St. Paul suburban area, 6

schools; and Minneapolis suburban area, 13 schools.

Within each grouping schools were ranked according to the rate at which

each school supplied students to General College. This rate was computed

using Fall, 1980 enrollment data supplied by General College and 1979 high

school enrollment data supplied by the Minnesota Department of Education.

The numerator of the rate was the number of new enrollees in Gerferal College

in 1980 from a particular school. In order to adjust for differences in high

school size, the, numeratorZas divided by the school's 1979 enrollment. These

rates were then ranked from high to low.

Based on these rankings the high, middle, and low schools were identified

iA three : of the groupings. In the Minneapolis public school group, however,

four schools were selected. More schools were sampled in Minneapolis in order

to obtaim a larger samplg of counselors, because'more data,was de iredon

city schools, and because-Minneapolis had more schools listed than did St. Paul.
4 "

Names of high school counselors were provided by the Minnesota State

Department Of Education, and the accuracy of the listings was verified by
.4/

telephoning each school in the sample.prior to data collection. In order to

gain some understanding of intraschool referral practices, it was decided to

interview all guidance counselors in each of the selected schools rather than

to sample from them.

34
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Student Selection

A total of 450 students were sampled from General College, Liberal.

Arts, School of Management, Education, Nursing, and Home Economics. It

was decided.to interview 150 students in General College, 100 students in

. .

thR College of Liberal Arts, and 50 students in each of the remaining cal- "

leges. Students in the "adult special" category were excluded and foreign

students were excluded from all but the General College, sample..

For practical reasons initial'sample lists were developed by a ste-
,

.

matic sampllhg of Winter Quarter, 1981, registered students. This resulted

in sample sizes larger than 'desired. The lists were reduced by elimination

of those not registered in Spring, 1981, and by elimination of those who .

changed college be een 'Winter and Spring Quarters. Additional names.were

randomly deleted in orderto reach the desired Ws. Response rates, by

co llege, were:
I

E9- in No. of 'Response
Sample Respondents Rate'

General College - 147 °,

Liberal Arts. 100
chool of Management 50
ducation 50
ursing 50!
ope Economic s 50

Faculty Selection

129 86%,

89 89%

43 86%

48, 96%
45 . 90%
44 88%.

A faculty sampling strategy was developed by staff of the University-

Poll, Measurement Services, and entatives from General. Calege. It
%

was decided to interview a total of 150 faculty distributed across the col-;
o

leges of the School of Management, Education, Home Economics, Nursing, And

Liberal Arts. These colleges were4selected because they were judged'to be

the main colleges to ltich General College studentd transferred.

A

35
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Using data for ranked lac y supplied by Management Planning and Infor-

'nation Services`, Sample sizes for each college'and rank were determined on

a proportional basis.,, Specific names were drawn wing an interval sampling

procedure from faculty,listings suppliedaby ehe Personnel Records Division of
_

, . %
.

the University Personnel The following table contains the sample
, .

size for each college.anerank and the achieved..'response rates:

School of Management;

111.. of . Response
Sample Respondents' Rate.

V.

' Fdll Professor
.

5

Associate Professor 2

Assistant Profetsor 5
Ak 12 - 11 92%

.1 *
I

Education

Full -

Associate
Assistant

Home, Economics

Full
Associate
Assistant

Nursing

Full
Associate
Assistant

Lib_ erg Arts

Full
Associate
Assistant

e

16,

12

5

33 .31 94%

3

2

7

1

3

6

10

c ' 5

5 50%

38

27

23

88' 174 84%-s. °

TOTAL N 4.1,1.50

/RP
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Survey.

6

Condrted by the University Poll for the Univeraty, of Minnesota.

4 SeciNo (1-3).

1 Type Resp (4)

Counselor' (11)
2 7 -1=counselat

3 8 College (12-13)

Dept. (14-16)
4 9

--Rank (17)

5 10 1=Asst 2=Assoc 3=Full

Hello, 3'm from the University of Minnesota Poll. We're doing a short
survey on faculty and staff views of General College at the University.

1. Are you currently employed at the University? . YES 1 (30)

IF NO, TERMINATE -4140mmoN0 2

2. As you may know, General College is an open- admissions college on the Twin Cities campus,
offering 2-year degrees, certificates, and 4-year degrees.

In your view how important is it for theeUtiversity VERY IMPORTANT 1 (31)
. to have a schd61 like General Collegd on the Twin

FAIRLY IMPORTANT 2'Cities Campus ?, Very important, fairly important,
only slightly important, or not at all important? ONLY SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT 3

NOT IMPORTANT 4

3. .Do you personally know a student or faculty member
in General College?

YES 1 (3A)

NO

DON'T KNOW

4. From what you have heard, what would you say is the reputation (334f4)
of General College on campus? (Write in response - -probe for
definition). t.

4

1

38
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page 2=-- General College'Poll

We're-interested in finding out how well informed people are about General College.

.5. Compared -6 other students at the U, do you think
General. College students are more, less, or equally
likely to go on to graduate school?

J

6. From what you knoW, would you say General College has
a higher, lower, or equalrpercentage of minority stu-
dent6 than do other colleges at the U?

7. Compared to other undergraduate colleges at the U, do'k
you think General College emphasizes job training more,
less, or about the same?,

8. Do you think that the acadeyic ability of General College
students is higher, lower, or about4the same as'other
undergraduates?

I

9. Would you say grading standards in General College are higher,
lower, or about the same as other colleges at the U?

A

A
(

10. From what you have heard, do you think other students at
the U tend to look doOn on Genell'Cbllege students, or not?

MORE LIKELY__ 1 (6 )

LESS LIKELY 2

EQUALLY LIKELY 3

DON"T KNOW 4

HIGHER 1

LOWER 2

EQUAL 3

DON'T KNOW 4

MORE 1

LESS 2

SAME 3

DON'T ,I 4

HIGHER 1

LOWER 2

ABOUT THE SAME 3

DON'T KNOW 4

HIGHER 1

LOWER 2

SAME 3

DON'T ,KNOW 4

YES 1

NO 2

DON'T KNOW 3

(70)

(7/)

()3)

(1)

O
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Eige 3 -- General College Poll .

1.

11. -.Do you have any comments or suggestions about General
College that you would like to add? RECORD ANSWER*---- YES 1 (78)

4

4

els

f

-\

4
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Form B --High School Counselors May, 1981.
Generaldalege Survey. Conducted by the University Poll for the University of Minnesota.

Attempts : SeciNo (1-3)

(4

(18-19)

(20)

\

-/ TypeResp
1( 6

High School
2

Location
1'

8

4 9

FS 10

Hello, I'm from the University of Minnesota Poll. W're doing a short
survey of counselora: views of General College at the University.

1.. In the past 6 months have yoii talked with a staff member /YES 1 (29)

or representative of, General College?
NO 2

2. As you may know, General College is an open-admissions college on the Twin Cities
campus, offering 2- year,,.degrees, certificates, and 4-year degrees.

-HIn'your judgment_how-importantis it for the University VERY IMPORTANT 1 (31)

o }have a school ilke,General College on the Twin Cities
FAIRLY IMPORTANT

8a4ns?
2 1r

Very important; tairly'important, only slightly
important, or not at all important? ONLY SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT 3

NOT IMPORTANT _4

3, Based on your 'counseling experience, what types of students are you most likely to
recommend General College.to: (Write in response--probe why?)

35--36)

0

)

-7

. .

c
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FormB--High.School Counselors
page 2 -- General College Poll

'We're interested in finding out, how well informed people are about General College.

4. Compared rb other students at the U, do you think
.General College students are more, less, or equally
likely to go on to graduate school?

MORE LIKELY 1 (69)

LESS LIKELY 2

EQUALLY LIKELY 3

DON"T KNOW 4

5. From what you know, Would eyou say G9eial College has
a higher, lower, or equal percentage of minority-stu-
dents than do other colleges at the U?

HIGHER , 1 (70)

LOWER 2

EQUAL _3
DON'T KNOW 4

6'. Compared to other undergraduate colleges at the U, do
you think General College emphasizes job training more,
less, or about the same?

MORE I (7/)

LESS 2

W1E 3

DON'T KNOW 4

Do you think that the academic ability of General College
students is higher;, lower, or about the same as other
undergraduates?

4

HIGHER l

LOWER 2

ABOUT THE SAME 3

DON'T KNOW

8. Would you say grading standards in General College are higher,
lower, or about the same as other colleges at the U?

HIGHER 1 (f3)

LOWER

SAME 3

DON'T KNOW 4

qe

9. From what you have heard, do you think other students at
the U tend to look down on General College students, or not?

YES , 1 (714)

NO 2

DON'T.KNOW 3

r-
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Form B--High Schodl Counselors
Page 3 -- General College Poll

(11. Do you have any comments or suggestions about General
College that you would like to add?

4

4

1

RECORD -ANSWER .11---- YES 1 (4)

NO 2

1

(77 -BO

;
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General College Survey.

'Attempt's

1

Conducted by'the UciversiiyPollfor the University of Minnesota.

2 7

3 A

4

5 10

c

r:

SeqNp -(1-3)

TypeResk _.(4)

\A Students
Coll (5-6)

Class (7)

Sex (8)

M=1 F=2

BYear (9-10).

Hello, I'm from the University-of Minnesota Poll. We're doing a short ,

survey on student views of General College.

1. Are you registered as a student at the University this . YES 1 (30)
spring quarter?

IF NO, TERMINATE :00116 NO 2'

2. As you may know, General College is an open- admissions college on the Twin Cities campus,
offering 2-year degrees, certificatea, and 4-year degrees.

In your i,iew how important is it for the University
to have a school like General College on the Twin
:Cities Campus? Very important, fairly important,
only slightly important, or not at all important?

VERY IMPORTANT l'(30'

.FAIRLY IMPORTANT 2

ONLY SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT 3

NOT IMPORTANT 4

3. !Do you personally knowa student or faculty member
in General Colleg6

I

YES 1 (32).

NO 2

DON'Jr KNOW 3

4. From what you have heard, what would you say is'the reputation
of General College on campus? (Write in responseprobe for
definition).

A

c.
4

14,

.e9

44
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\ page 2 -- General Collge Poll'

We're interested in finding out how well informed people_are about General College.

. Compared to-other students at the'U, do you think
General College students are more, less, or equally
likely to go on to graduate school?

MORE LIKELY.

LESS LIKELY

EQUALLY LIKELY

DON"T KNOW

1 (0)

2

3'

4

. From what you know, would you say General College eas
a higher, lower, or equal percentage of minority stu-
dents than do other colleges at the U?

,'''HIGHER

LOWER

EQUAL

DON'T KNOW

1 (70)

2

3

4

. Compared to other undergraduate colleges at the U. do
you think General College emphasizes job training more,
less, or about the same?

MORE

LESS

SAME

DON'T KNOW

1 (7/)

2

3

4

. kyou think that the Academic ability of General College
students is higher, lower, or abdUt the same as other
undergraduates?

HIGHER

LOWER

ABOUT THE SAME

DON'T KNOW

1 (707.)'

2

3

4

Would you say grading standards in General College are higher,
lower, Or about the same as other colleges at the U?

HIGHER

LOWER

SAME

DON'T KNOW

.1 (7.3)'

2

3

4

10. From what you Ilive heard, do you think other students at
the U tend to look down on General College students, or not?

YES

NO

DON'T KNOW

1 (7f)

2

3

A

5

40
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Form .C--Non G.C. Students '

Page 3 -- General -College Poll

11., DO you have any co s or suggestions about General
College that you w like to add? RECORD ANSWER -4-- YES 1 (7)

I

I

tot

NO 2

)
46
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General College Survey.

__Attempts

1 . 6

2 . 7

3 8

4 9

5 10

Hello, rim

ucted'by the University Poll
ay

the University of Minnesota.

SeciNo (l'3)

TypeResp (4)-

Students
'Coll (5-6)

Class (7)

Sex 63)
M=1 F=4

BYe;r (9-14

from the University of Minnesota Poll.
short survey on General College students' views of G.C,

1. Ar ou registered as a student at the University this
sPrin arpar? .

We're doing a

YES' 1 (30)

IF NO, TERMINATE -410MM NO 2
b.

2. Ai you may know, General College is an open-admissions college
offering 2-year degrees, certificates, and 4-year degrees:

'In your view how important is it for the University
to h1U-e school like General College on the Twin
Cities campus?' Very,important, fairly important,
.only slightly important, or not at all important?

on the Twin Cities campus,

VERY IMPORTANTel (3/)

FAIRLY IMPORTANT

ONLY SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT. - - 3

NOT IMPORTANT 4
. . :o 0

3; From what you have heard, what would you say .4.s the reputation
of General College on campus? (Write in response--probe for
definition).

0

-47.
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Form 1.)--dients
,

We're interested-in finding out how well.informea people arefrabout General College.

page 2 -- General College Poll

4. Compared to other students at the U, do you think
General College'students are more, less, or equally
likely to go on to graduate school?

MORE LIKELY 1 (e7)
!LESS LIKELY 2

EQUALLY LIKELY 3

DON"T KNOW 4

5. From what you know, would you say General College has
.a higher, lower, or equal percentage of minority stu-
dents than,.do other colleges at the U?

HIGHER 1 (719) -

LOWER 2

EQUAL 3

DON'T KNOW 4

6. Compared to other undergraduate colleges at the U,'1o,
you think General College, emphasizes job training more,
less, or about the same?

MORE 1 (7/)

LESS - 2

SAME 3

DON'T KNOW 4

.7. Do you think that the academic ability of General C011ege HIGHER 1 (Zt)
k students is higher;. lower, or about the same as other

. LOWER 2undergraduates?, -

ABOUT THE SAME, 3

DON'T KNOW 4

Elf... Would you say grading standards .,in General `College are higher,

lower, or about the same as other co31e2y es at the U? .4

HIGHER 1 (73):

LOWER' 2

SAME.- 3

DON'T KNOW- 4

9. From
-

what you have.heard, do -you think other stu4ents'ai
the U tend: to look-down on General College students, or not?

YES 1 Oft)

NO 2

DON'T KNOW 3

-V

E

-

h.



rorm p--Ueneral.College StUdehts

IN . Page ,3 /r General College Poll
,

de

11. If you had it to'do over again,vould you go to General College? ,

cNN,_,

2 1.

YES 1 (Z5)de----L ASK WHY? ...-____
NO 2

I

4

, lk

$

,

a
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APPENDIX C

COMMENTS

-

Answers to Questions 3 and 4: From what yOu have hear
what would you say'is the reputation of General Col e e
on campds?

Answers to Question 11: Do you have any comments orosugges
tions about General College that you would like to add?

s,
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o

°
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\ Non General College Students-
*

(Home Economics)

Answers to Q4, From what you have heard, What would you sa), is the repqtation
of General College on campus?

- - For people who didn't do well in high school so they can get a start in ,college.
-I guess they have to start somewhere.

-- Lately I haven't heard much. In the past G.C.'s reputation wasn't good. When
I came back to school a year, I didn't get that feelings any more. I took ape
math class in GC,and got more help than I'd ever gotten before. 'I guess I

feel good about G.C. now.

Don'tt kno4 enough,about it but I'd say that mostly udents of lower academic
ebilitYattend the General College. They probably uld not betaccepted in
other schools.

,

- - Pretty bad. heard its a school for jocks.

- - In my opinion, it's a pretty easy school: I was in it at first. It's not
college material.

,

Standaie are lower than other .colleges. The course's have less requirements
for admission - -but that's why they're general, I guess.

-- I
'''

haven't heard anything about General College.
'W \ ".

Staff andlraculty excellent. I worked as a clerk typist there--should have
stayed. Their associate degrees are excellent. It's aclose-knit school, a,

. school in itself. But-it is a gooq.' bridge if somdpne.want to go on to CLA.

Oh, I, guess it's like a vocational school, but I don't know much abgspit.

-- Not high reputation. Other colleges are schools of higher learning. The
students are compelled to compete. The people Igho gO to GC want the status of
the U but all they are doing is the Vo-Tech thing.

--'It's the'iowest college in quality; The students are not as bright.

- - Not-too:great reputation. I'm on St.Paul campus so don't know too much about it.

-- Classes are easier. Athletes or people not ready to put as much time
School go there. But that doesn't mean they won't, come around later. It's

good because it's practical,.

Pretty good reputation. NO different than CLA or.Home Ec. Basically a
stepping stone: If you can't make the requirements of the school you' want
you can go to GC and then transfer after you get your giacies up.

- - Like a prep school. You can go there till yfind out where you want to'go.

-- Reputation-is that GC is for dumb people. Have to go to GC because.they couldn't
make it into any othe college.

-- Place for people who' can't get admiit8d to other school, usually because they
aren't too smart.
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,Non General College' Students
(Home-Ec)
p. 2, Q4

- - Doesn't seem to be highly regarded. Students don't seem to have status.

Haven't beak' thing. (Several said this).

- - Very good reputation. They are often really general qggs;";es that they offer.

BasiCally good. Some have a low opinion but I think it's a good way to start
put. You can transfer to another school later.

-- Probably an easier college. 'It is not the top students who attend there.

-- Don't want to put people down but I've heard that G.C. people couldn't meet
admissions requirements for othe colleges.

-- Good classes--teaching good. Nothing negative.

- - Most students are trying to get into another college when they are in GC.

High ratings. Staff helpful and friendly. Les's run-around than other colleges..
Your needs are thought of-- you're not just a number. They don't send you all
over to find out the answers to your problems.

Good reputation. Good start for }people who can't meet requirements of other
collegeo. Then can' always transfer.

-- Viewed as being a syway to get a degrethe lowest school.

- - Accepted as a helpful place for Students.

OK for getting some basic background.

AP
For people with low high school grades.

-- Good reputation._ A lot of people want to go to U and GC they can get an
overview of the type of classes and thed transfer to pecialize.

Alt

- - I think two things. It's a starting place for people who want to learn something
but can't compete in the other colleges. Geared for people who need a little
more special attention. It's not fair to say that these people can't go to
college because they can't compete in a specialized field.

6

.More athletes go there. It's for jocks.

-- Not too tough. Way to get into college program that you want eventually.

-- Easy to get into and easy to get good grades once you're in it.

-,°Goo4 reputation=-nothing negative. A

-- Easy school._
4/1(

-- The courses-7 take through it are very good, two of my best professors.

-- A whole other world.
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'Non Gener41 College Students

(College of LiberllArts).

Answers to'Question 4 -- From what you have heard, what would you say is the
repuation of General College on campus ? -

--
.

I think of if as a juniorcollege'Similar, to Anoka-Ramsey. Don't know whether
it should bey on U of M campus. As far as reputation goes, I haven't heard
too much about it.

--7,,GC students seem to have a lot of minorities. Seem more like high,school
\spade.rts than college students. Don't seem to really try--just ogle boys/ \
girls, not working w1h a purpose.

-- Doesn't have very high reputation. It's looked down on as an easy way to
get through sChool. Not prestigious like IT.

-- Lower reputation than it should have. Some people might not be able to go
to college without it.,

-- Haven't' heardvery much about it. If it serves the needs or some students,
it's worth having..

-- College far athletes.

- - Extremely bad. Kids who were in it
black4students. If, it was.mainly a
complaints. Also Nicholson Hall is

13th--16th grade (a continuation of

"put it down," mainly because so many
white student body, there would be-no
falling apart--bad.

high school).

-- A community college.equivalent,fairly negative things. Kids I know in GC
dont work too hard on their school work.

-- Starting place --then move into another college.

-- It's not a very good reputation. I've heard disparaging remarks about it.
Training there not very valuable.

-- Classes easier than. in CLA. Important as a 2 year college. Has a good

location for that Helps the disabled, handicapped. Has good support

facilities. The state community college system is well thaught'of--is
similar to GC.

1 ,

-- Reputation is not that -good. Students thic it's too easy.

-- Easier than other colleges.

-- Below average. Viewed as a place where people go who can't make it into

"regular" college.

-- Highly recommended.
e,

-- Very low in comparison to the other colleges.

-- Students not in GC "look down" on it. ThavIght of as easier, not as good, any-

one can get in.
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Non/ General College Students
(Liberal Arts)
p. 2, Q4

-- Not very good., Kind of a sluff school. Easy. My CLA counselor advised Us
not to go into GC, even though I was kind of.impressed with its program.

-- Known forslawer students scholastically.
, .

-- Good school but easier than other U colleges. .R

r- Very looked down upon. Most people have tile gene'tal inpresition tfia4ople t.
in GC are below average scholastically.

-- It's kind of looked-at as an'inferior college. People not in 'GC don't take it
very seriously--think of it as inferior to the other colleges.

-- It's pretty good. It's a lotPeasier than CLA., If you change from GC to CLA
the courses seem very difficult and it's difficult.to adjust.

-- On the whole, fairly good. .I'm in the-College of Liberal Arts. It's a good
thihg to start ollt with. Good thing for 18-19 year olds to take somh courdos
to see what they would like to major in. -4 °-

-- Everyone I know is in CLA. GC doesn't rtquire a foreign language. It isn't
as hard to get into.

-- Fairly, well respected. It's a fine program and should be continued.

Extension of high school.

Kind.of poor. A lot of people think its standards are not as high as CLA.

-- Not so good. I had one professor who said it was a waste of tilde, more or less,.
-

--
,

General, College is a 1pt easier than CLA. I've taken a couple of counties in
General College and they are a lot easier--they go a lot slower. If,,,zou ant
to adjust gradually to college, you could start in-GC, and thee go. tIFCLA ]ater.

-- Pretty good reputation. One thing I didn't like is that it's hard to get written
permission to get entrance Into closed classes:

-- Heard that they don't Offer very many,good courses.

-- Similar to a junior college because of. 2 -year degree.. People ,I know-tend to

run it down but I think it's a good program for those ivho don't want or can't
handle a 4 -year ,program. A

-- Fairly good reputation. People haves good impression of-it. Good college-for
those,who can't get into other colleges.

-- Pretty good reputation. Curriculum' good.

I attended General College before Avolnt into CLA. It's fairly eas4,'P was
able to do fairly well and was able to raise lib' grade point average pqtf could
get into CLA,

.f,

'''))

0

The stereotype is that it's for football players--doesn't have a prestige
reputation.
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* Non General College Students
Liberal Arts

p. 3, Q4

-- Offers a lot of good courses-- ,u can go a lot of places from GC. I think it's
great. \

\,,

I,. --,Lot of people tend to, put it down.but my opinionr is it's necessary and
worthwhile:,,' e' ,

o.

-- It's OK, but ii thought of as-lower than CLA. .Courses are easier, but-then
they should be. , I

, . &

--'Stigma attached:
i
Notp,...the same as `CLA. Get the feeling they are considered

inferior.

...
. 4

-- Good for people who are not specifican-what they want to dor ,.

-- My broth is in it. I think it's fine--haven4,t heard anything ba4.

-- Good reputation.

- - Not very good. It seems that they have a reputation of having classes that
. are easy and not very. useful.

I was in it. I think it's a really good school.

-- Good.

People think it's not a real college. They think it's for dumber students.
That's not my Opinion, though.

-- Good teachers. The student?don't have the best reputation.

-2 Not ve4' good reputation.

- - A lot of people think it's not worthwhile,. but othersthink there's as much
learning going on there as anywhere else at the U.

-- It seems it'tp easier than CLA. More general classes, too.

-- It's sort of like a junior college..

Good reputation.

-- A friend of mine who took classdrit couldn't use them when she transferred.
That's the only thing I know about it.

-- A lot of "don't knows."

-- Not 4eat. It's looked down on.

-- It's like a bottom-line college.

-- It's kind of an addition to high, school. It's not taken as seriously
other colleges.

the

The'feelihg is,that it is looked down- -not considered on a par with the other
colleges.

/
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Non General College Studedts
(Liberal Arts): '

p. 4,,Q4

- - Kind of a place for people to go while they decide what they really want to
go into. Cfassds are easier to keep up with.

-- I have nothing against it, but some kins have said it's a "back-out" of CLA.

- - From what I've heard, it's more basic--you can go through GC to get intoI11,A.

- - I heard it isn't very good. The classes aren't very good.

-- Fairly good reputation. Good for kids who don't know what they want to do.

- - Excellent reputation. Good for kids who have been out of sch9o1 for a while
or who need a lower-level class. .It's a good starting point.

--Iike an extended high school, or junior college level.

-- For undecided people.

- - Poor reputation.. For dumb football players.

-- Pretty good reputatibn. Kids I know there say the career guidance is good.

--,Most students there want to transfer later to another college, but are unsure
of a major now.

Student I know there is glad to be in it, and plans to go on in another college
*After her freshman year.

-- Students there would'rather be in CI.A or IT where reputation is better.

-- Go to GC if you can't make it into other colleges.

-- Pretty easy academically.'

Good variety of subjects offered.

1
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Non General College Students .

(School of Nursing).

Answers to g4. From what you have'heard, what would you say ielthe.reputation
of General' College on campus?

-- Like high school in degree'of difficulty.

AcadeMically not as tOugh as mother schools. Standards are lower--both to
get Wand stay in.

-- Students are not "good" students. They pliYed ground before goirig to GC
or/are playing around while in GC.

Like Erjunior:college. .The courses' are not as, detailed--easier to get ,

throUgh classes.

-- For people who can't make it otherwise, o or thorA who had a hard time in
high school and need to catch up.

-- Poor reputation. Classes are easy and peoplidare not very bright.

Poorreputatign, but not well founded. People say the courses -are easy
and, the students are not career oriented; but the people I Olow in GCsay
that's all wrong--classes are just at hard, etc.

--- Easier. .

e ,

Students are looking for more-Marketable skills.

-- My sister -in -law works for GC, Jut my on knOwledge isfreally limited.
The credits don't always traidsfer add that could be a problem.

1

-- Classes are geardd taward'peopleOith lower academic ability.

People' in' it

Low quality.
at .U,

ate Usually those turned-down by other colleges:

Education there does not mean as much as from other colleges

0-- Gab(' reputation.4,"Just as gbpd as4iny other college' here. at U....v.
;-- Good. Helps people who need to get a hold on,the fundamentals and need

extra help. _

-- Haven't heard much about it one way or the other.

AnybOdy can get into it.

-- Haven't heard much--Uothing negative.

-- Not too good. If you ca t get in.anywhere else'; you can go to GC.

-- Easy to get, into. Not too.ihard to get by once you're in it.

-e-'Easier classes.
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Non General College Students
f(School of Nursing)
p. 2, Q4

- - Mixed reputation., For people who come back to college, have college potential,
but are not able to get in anywhere.

- - Second class, for people who normally can't make ip into opllege. Junior
'college atmosphere.

,-- Reputation is tenuoys--on a scale from good to poor.

-- Not talked about much. :

Nice for students in undecided-major category.

-- Not good reputation. Bunch of losers.

-- Fairly good, good to be in when you haven't decided what to do.

-- Good.

--=Negative attitudes -- everyone in it wants to get out. Dui]) students.

- - Good' for those who need it, but.some 'abuSe it andejust use it to get throUgh
college easy.

,
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Non General'College Students.

(College of Education)

Answers to 44- -From what, you have heard, what would you say is the reputation
of General College on campus?

-- Very gOod.

-- I don't think it has a fair reputation. Think it's more negative than it
should be.

- - Very low. f get feeling that peoge downgrade it. They think just jocks
are there. Not very difficult. Some think.it's for those people wico can't
handle hardcore courses.

-- Quite varied reputation. When people-find out 'the choices and possibilities
that GC offers and their opinicin goes up. Education should beopen to as
wide a number of people as Possible. GC is there for 'people who might other-
wise dropout after being turned down by CLA.

' A

I haven't really'had any feedback-positiveor negative. It doesn't really
prepare you for a specific job anymore than does Liberal Arts.

-- The reputation'is not that great, but I don't think people look down on it.
Most people realize student will be moving on. The first year there-gives
the student some direction about where to go. I notice there's a great variety
of codises in G.C.

I haven't heard anything negative. I guess it is important because it allows
students to go to the U" who might not get into CIA.'

-- According to some faculty in' General, College, some, students outside the col-
lege view GC as not very serious, but thin is not really true.

-- I know about it from adults, and parttime'atudents coming at night. It's good.

4

-- Well, it's kind of like a junior'callege.if yo4're not quite ready for CLA. It
is not so collpetitive. You can move at your Cwh-speed.

-- Reputation is that it's'a lot like high school.
. , .

-- Generally. people say it's the college .to go to when yaw can't get into CLA.
I hear people say that those who go there aren't very smart.

-- I' -ii not really sure. From what I've,heard, it's easier than any other college
atthe U. Its reputation is not negativeit gives some people the oppor-
tunity to go to the U who otherwise couldn't.

- - Probably kind of bad reputation. Everyone thinks it's kind of an easy college
with not-very-high standards.

-- Good reputation. Know people who have started there. It provides good experi-
ence--helps them to realize-that they cam yak fl even.though they
may have had a difficult time in high school. I'xitaking one course there pow
in a subject I thought I'could never understand -- chemistry. The teacher is
wonderful.
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Non General College Students
(College.of Education)
p. 2, Q4

-- Not treal, high. -People I know see it as a .fway to sluff off. But it's a
beginning, at least.

-- Varied reputation. For some people it's just like any other college: Other's
say it's just a joke. I think it's a good'college. I'm taking one course
now, and it's good--both quality of'course and the faculty.

--- Typical generalization--not quite up to standard as compared to CLA and other
colleges. You picture CLA more typical of.the U than GC.

-- Fair reputation. They tell me that most of the athletes are in GC. It
oesn't mean anything bAt doesn't indicate high ranking academically. °.

,1011k

-- So, so reputation. I hear both good and-bad. Frqm the QC side, it's great,
and from those not in GC -- crummy!

- - They just have basic courses for those who don't knot what to major in. At
it's a place to start out in far those who need it.

-- Lot of people don't like GC. They think people go to GC because they're dumb,
or because they have athletic scholarships or belong to minority groups. It
is seen as a place where learning doesn't take place. The courses have inferior
names, i.e. Miqnesota History, and people feel they're easy. It is merely an

i extension of high school. The two -yea; degree Is'worthless. I used to. feel
this ay before I had a friend who was in GC. She didn't score high enough
in,SAT and ASAT and so went to GC to brush up on her skills.

C. tIC

-- This is not my opinion, but some consider GC to be second rate. There is
a certain animosity toward it. I feel it's good - -kind of a'launching pad
for those coming to the U who don't know where they.want to go. If they had-
come in directly to CLA, they might have dropped out. It gives them time to
be gently assimilated.

-- It's not very reputable. From what'I gather, it's thought to be at the bottom
of the University colleges and doesn't represent University caliber programs.
It's more like a junior college.

-- I think it is a school which has students with lower verbal skills. It is
more like an academic helping service. It gives a fotof "one to one" service
to the students.

- - Doesn't have a. very good reputation. The people who say negative things about
it, I feel, are ignorant about GCS I knOW some GC students who were put down
by others not in GC, and they felt pretty bad: about it.,e

I don't know too much about it. I think the students. wbo use,it may be more
likely to go directly into CLA if it didn't exist.

-- From what I read in the Daily I get a negatis)e view. I think it's important,
but we alirO*-have junior colleges. I have rooked into it a'little and I.feel

w it's better than most reports you hear about it.

Not_very good. I think it's got a lot of problems with stereotyped students
. like football players.who don't put a high priority on college education.

Co
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Non General College Students
(Collegeof Education)
p. 3, Q4

- - I'm hardly familiar with the General College, since agricultural edu-
cation. I really don't knowing anything about-its reputation.

-- It's quite reputable., People who aren't sure of their major go into it.

Have.a friend in it, and it sound important to him. He likes it very much.

-- I've heard people talking about'it and from what I've heard, it has &positive
reputation.
4

-- Fairly good. I haven',t heard that much about it.

-- Pretty good.

- - Good reputation overall. Have a friend who goes 'to GC and she's happy with
the options, open to her there.

- - People don't speak very highly of it. They act like it's a joking matter, not
serious. The students in it seem serious enough, however.' Some go on and

'graduate. It's OK but doesn't necessarily need to be located on this campus,.

91
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Non General College Students

(School of Management)

1

. Answers to Question 4 -- From what you have heard, what would you say is the
reputation of General College on campus

-
,

an alternative if you can't make it into the other schools. Has both
good points and bad points-. ,a

-- Easy school, for people who aren't as smart. ./

.

-- Easy school. Studen seem to be at a lower intellectual level.

Easytcollege. Negative feelings towards it. ( r

-- Good reputation ._ It meets the needs it'was set up to meet.

-- Pretty good. Classei sometimes are too easy. Lose aMBition,.

Steppingistone.

-- Pretty baciT,rep. Joke is that it is an advanced high schoOl.

-- Like a community calege.
.

Not very good. Play'time, not challenging.

Too ,easy. .1

-- Extension of high schodt.
# -

-- Lower achieversz-easy classes.

--'Mostly athletes. Standards too low--no mental challenge.

A joke, but seems to be getting better.

-7 Easier college.

-- Not tea good rep. For people who Want something less than a 47year degree.

-- Easier.

--- Poor reputation. Less than a college education.

Too Much like' high school.,

-- Not much competitiOn,

- - Seems practical--community.college image.

-- Below average students.

-- Fun classes. Frowned an because it is more like a vocational school.
% .
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Non deneral Colleges Students
4.- (School of Management)

Q4, p. r /

.Poor reputation. It's hard tb get out of it into other schools. Sometime-,

though, tie' can get their grades up for acceptance into other schools.

.-- Not very good repuation. Bad program planning.

-- Not good scholastically.

-- Poor schOol. Not many high achievers.

- - Not very good. There is not much respect for GC 'students.

-- Good route to go for student who wants to plan his own degree.

-- Bad reputation. For people who can't get into other schools.

-. Advanced high school.

. ,

-- CoMmunity college type. Negative stigma. People in it.are not ready for
other colleges. .

a---r. .

/ -- Community college attitude - -can be positive or negative. . '

-- Pretty low-- not 'highly regarded. .

ts

Doesn't have much prest4e, but it serves its purpose.

Adequate - -but it seems to belooked down on:'

--,Haven't heard either way.

-- Not highly rated--wouldnt recommend it to others.

S.

4,
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U ,of M. Faculty

(Homs, Economics)

Answers to S4 From what you have heard, what would you say is the reputation'-
,

of General Colleges on campus?

Generally od reptuation. It serves a'aifficulr.population. They do well
with what hey have to work' ti:th. Thein:studenta have more problems than the
average s udent, e.g., academic problems;%elonging to minority groups, or

-41goal -settingtproblems: %

r- Very good reputation. I knew about it many yeari(hgo'from a book writterr
about it. I have na current informatioh abolt it,'hoWever:

-- Seems to have_a mediocre reputation. The'standards are lower and admissions
are less tight.

-- Fairly good reputation. I've known students in GC that were trying to
transfer out. Ode of the, ones I. was a itrong student, but.the other

, .

I) didn't think was College maferia

4
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, U of M Faculty

(College of Liberal Arts)
, \ A

Answers to 94: From what you have heard, what would you say ia-the reputation, 's 1
,..

of General College on campus? ,

_
.,

,,,

-- Mixed. Heard both good and bad things.

It's viewed as a "pariah" both both faculty and students outside of General
College.

- - Good reputation. Makes a good entry point into post high school for those
who woul 't ordinarily get that chance.

-- Not as ugh minded and demanding as other colleges at U. It is a_ starting-

point f r some students that doil't know where to start. It has a reputation

for being an easier school than other colleges.

-- Has an ambiguous reputation. People don't know what it's about or what its
function it is. Or else they don't agree with what it's about.

- - Mediocre reputation. It has a repuation of,pot having'very high standaxds.%

-- Not good. My impression is vague, however. I know little about it.

-- Know very little about at. Can'te-really say,.

- - Certainly nothing negative. The general feeling by the old line departments
is that GC is a necessary adjunctbut not a source of any great scientific
discoveries.

- - It depends on who you are talking to. By some it is thought of as the community

college within the U. Others see G.C. as what the whole U should do: take

the students as far as they can go: take chances--be non-traditional.

-- Haven't heard enough lately to know. Leo Richman (now retired) was a former

student ormine. One heard good things of the G.C.-English Department when
he was its head. (2 or 3'years ago he retired).

- n Haven't heard. Have no id Haven't heard others speak of it.
,,

-- My associations are favorabl I gather that the general image is mixed.

-- A mi,xture. Not positively viewed by. everyone. I'm a supporter of G.C. myself. A

Not.much awareness of it On the campus. Haven't heard anyone talk about it .

at all'that I can recall.

-- Students tend to put.it down. CLA faculty know less than they should about
(I worked with some history people there a few years ago and got to

know something about it):
r

4 A. , ,

-- I don't know enough about it to access its reOutation. I'vliponly heard about

, the services provided to Chicano students. .

I don't think it's known well. As an academic institution,/it's not really
highly regarded.

6o
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*4.11p./ 2 -- Q4, CLA faculty -'

0,P,
t

-- Hafd to give a simple answer. Generally the, reputation is not very high.
, ,

, it,

- - Haven't heard' anything really bad nor, on the other hand, really outstanding.

-. --) .

-x- Fairly good reputation. I1ve had some GC transfers into my unit and have
heard no negative comments from those students about GC. [This professor was
in Jburnalj.sm and Mass Communication] .

G.C. is not understood. The kids aren't up to Arts College standards. If
they get turned down at Arts College, there is a place that they can go.

-- Very good reputation. Gives minority students a beginning. Has a fine
n of courses--gives theseaent a chance to prepalfOr a variety of occupations.

-- Varies widely. Those who know it feel that iti,serves a very useful purpose.
Those-who don't seem to look down their hoses at it. Maybe if they were
better informed it would help their view.

Excellent. I know the caliber of people I'm teaching in General College and
4 they're very good-

- ,7 Pretty good reputation, I guess. I really don't know very much about)t.

-- It is like a junior college. It concentrates on getting people into other
parts of the University after two years.

-- Not as strong as it could be. I've been herel 1/2 years and I feel it should
be better known. I'm really not sure how good it is.

-- Mixed. It suffers by comparison with academic standards of the rest of U.
However,'it was designeeto,cater to various needs. It's the'bestPlace
for students who are not-really prepared for the U. There is a certain snob-
bishness against it, which is not justified.

-- It has a reputation for lower quality of students.
2 .e

-- Hard to answer. I think reputation is.satisfactory. It's doing the job it's
supposed to do.

-- Quality of education not as good as at other U colleges.

-- Reasonably good. They take students that are difficult and work well with
them. The faculty isvery helpful and devoted to the students.

-- At times heard negatiVe and positive views about G.c. Some say it is 'a glorified
high school. But recently, since I some T.A.'s there, I have been hearing
positive things. It's a good learning situation --a necessary one for A certain
type of student- -those students that need perhaps more guidance and discipline.

-- Fine. Has a purpose in remedial area. It does perform that function well.
No other college quite like it in the state. A similar function could be
served by the 2-year colleges, though.

-- Heard that it causes some problems because students admitted aren't able to'be
on par with other students admitted to the University.

-- Some years ago'it had a reputation of being like a community college. It

didn't have admissions requirements as they presently do. In the 70's it
became a place where new things were undertaken and traditional studies were
brbught in. This was probably due to the new dean.
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-- Quite good.

-- I haven't heard so can't make a judgement.

p. 3 -- Q4, CLA faculty,

---, Some say quality is bad, other say not. I don't know.

-- Good teaching for disadvantaged students, of students who for one reason or
another are unable to deal with traditional U programs

5

-- It seems to serve an important role.

ProbIlly mixed. I know,solittle about it--only what I read in the Daily.
I really don't care to comment.

-- I hardly hear anything aboht it anymore. About 18 years ago I heard slurring
remarks bumeeently nothing good or bad. goI almost forgot it existed.

I've heard that it.was not very well coordinated. Between CLA and G.C., t
is a'lot of overlap of courses. i.

ere,,

-- Very good reputation.- The person I knowfrom there is from Studio Arts.
Very innovative. Makes things work for students.

4
-- I have taught General College students in the past., However, I finally dropped

them because they're simply not as interesting or as involved and responsible
as CLA students. .

-- Not a particularly good reputation. There is some suspicion of the qualifY
Jof educationAn General College.

- - I really 'don't know. .I've been here only,2 year and have not had much contact
with General College.

-- Some good,teaching but tea to be lax in their work. "However, it does pro-
vide valuable service for people who can't -get into college. it.needs more
monk-- doesn't have enough status. It's like a poor sister to the U.

- - Hard working. Good school.

-- Nottoo good a reputation. ,All my students are in CLA and, are working toward
prOfessions. They tend to look down on General Collegestudents.

I've heard mostly positive things.
coliege--for those who don't live

Mixed reputation. It serves some
needs. On the negative side I've
.there is somewhat mediocre.4*

It is a good route to go to get into
a regular bacjcgrour d.

students well--those with special educational
heard that the education students receive

-- Not very good reputation. Pei:Tie tend"to-think it's kindergarden. This is

he'impression I've gotten from people Ohotutor there.

-- It seems to build Citizenship (reading, writing, basic skills). It's like a
citizenship institution. Many of us don't think of it as an institution of
higher learning.
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p. 4 -= Q4, CLA faculty

-- I would say that the things I've heard are unfavorable. Most people seem to
think that such ,a college-would be better as a community college and not be
connected with the University Campus.

-- A kind of innovating and alternative form of education to which top priority
should be given.

-- I've heard only from students--not from faculty. The students there seem to
be satisfied with the prpgram.

a college where the faculty are very concerned about student welfare.
The teachers help develop student capabilities. They do a pretty *good job,
consideringthe problems of/their students.

-- Good reputation. They do a good job of whar, ey do.

-- It is not highly regarded. Some think it is a waste ofmoney. The U is
basically a researdh'institution and, General College is basically high sch

-- Good reputation. a don't feel they should offer a'baccalaureate degree. It
is'really more like a community college. The students should transfer out to
regular programs at the U like IT, .EducetionA or Liberal Arti.

Good, quite good reputation. I am measuring the resultS by my two sons who
attended General College. Itys,certainly a good means for deciding what dir-
ection one would want to go.

-- Has lower standards than CLA. Some people take it who d hive the cAUfi-°
Bence for start out in CLA.

Av.
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U of M Faculty
.

(School of Nursing)

c

Answers to 9 -- From what you have heard, what wouid you say is the reputation
_ .

of General College on, campus? 't..

-- Pretty fair reputation. Some people who don't know much bout GC have a
-_d;very negative image of it. Others, who'know the people th re seed very posi--

. tive. The general view is somewhere in between.

:2) -- Variable. Some good, some bad. Feedback I've gotten from individual students
who've gone there has been good.

= The one student I know there feels he is..getting a`sound educational background
. since it is quite broad'and the humanities are included.

-- Poor reputation. The courses seem'to be of interior academic quality. Good

place for athletes. The courses do not require much' intellectual capability.

11 1
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U of M Faculty

(School of Management)

Answe*to -- From what you have heard, what would say is the reputation of
General College on campus?

-- I think it is regarded as officially a place to get a egree for people
who may not be admitted to the other colleges.

. .

.

In accounting, it is not good. What they cover is not done in as mach
detail as here. It amounts to a wat4ed-down accounting course compared
to what we have here%

-- I think4it is mixed. There is a feeling that students are not as good in
General College, but the faculty is very good,

00 -- Inferior to CLA.

'--The students are weak in-academic skills.

-- Very "low7grade" reputation: Think some of the faculty are all right.
know some and think they are very good.

-- Better than it was.,.. I've beenson the staff here for 30 years. G.C. used, to
be considered a dumping ground for both faculty and students. Apparently, it
is not that way any 'longer.

-- Very few people other than people involved 'in General College seem to know
about it. Sometimes one thinks it is a sub- collegiate education.

Not very good reputation. I think the program is generally weak. I think the
curriculum-is watered down and the students are not well directed. Just my
general impiession. . I really don't get a lot of information about General
College:

-- Have never nerd of General College.

I
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U of M Faculty

(College of Education)

Anwers to gLe -- From what you have heard, what would you say is the reputation
ir of General College on campys?

- -Haven't heard a great deal about it. Courses are easier.

--AI would say they have a fairly good reputation. 'Their standards are good.

- - I've had no feedback-on their reputation -- couldn't say.

,-- I guess my impression is that the G.C. students get more'advantagas through
that program.

Has'an average reputation.

-- Students are at least slightly less scholastically orientated. The faculty

is less, concerned about research than in other colleges.

-- The reputation varies- -with people who have had contact with GC, thereputa-
: tion is very good. GC offers a/Chance to go to college for a lot of kids

that would not otherwise qualify for college or might not go because they
were concerned with the size of the U but feel they could handle G.C.

Don't really know uch about General College. In mi4epartment we deal
almost exclusively with graduate students in education,c

)

7- Relatively poor reputation. CLA students look down on-JG.C. students and
downgrade it.

I think it holds a real good reputation. When I think of GC I think of
innovative teaching. They reach so many students.

-- They have high'qualityteaching. There-is great considetation of students.

94narally very positive. The faculty is very'doncerned with working with
students and fulfilling their needs.

. ,

,
.-- I've heard both good and bad.. It serves a purpose. In some ways it is not

so unique a purpose as°sone Other Cklleges, fft terms of admission, there's
a tendency to put too many miriorit? .students into General College.

GC'is very good for certain students. For example, those with reading
problems, native American students, foreign student who need help with
language.

- - Reputation quite poor. Dumping' ground for People ill prepared to enter

college.

- - Necessary. The kids who cannot get intoIT or something else really appreciate
it. It is a vital part of-the U.

-- Their reputation, is poorer than it deserves. It accomplishes a lot for students.

Many are abIe,to sort things out as. to whether they need more education or want
it, and G.C. en"ablesithem to decide. or have,the choice.

)

- - Inconsistent in terms of student benefits, student -facultyadvising and

academic standards.
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p. 2 -- Q4, College of Education 'acuity

-- Not toos.good.a reputation. There are different reactions. It is thought to.
be a holding tank for students who don't know what they want to do. This,
however, is not necessarily a bad function. Classes are fairly large.
Not sure about the quality of instruction.,

A

-- Very good reputation for quality of teaching.

4c,

-- They have a positiVe reputation in that the faculty seems to be committed
to teachidg, and that they serve non-traditional students.

.-- It is one of the best colleges on campus°. It has a flexible program that
grows with the times, keeps up with current trends better than other col-
legesrUontent and teaching methods both). p

C"'

-- They do a good job of instructing.

-- Positive effect: Can transfer to other colleges at U.

-- In the eyes of-many, who might be uninformed and ignorant of the true situ-
ation, it may have less status attached to it than the rest of the U. (Don't
think I feel that way, however).

-- Seems to have a good reputation and gives those students who don't:..have,good
, -

academic marks a chance.
r

--'From my limited association with it, it seems compatable to rest of,U.I. ,

I think has a lower reputation now than it had in the past. Under 119race
Morris it was distinguished but it has certainly lost itestatus. Under its
current leadership it seems it will have to struggle for its very existence.

-- Really haveiiit heard too much about it. It does provide an option to students
in other programs, in addition to serving students in its oWn programs.

I
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University of Minnesota Counselors Group
.

Answers to 94--From what you have heard, what would you say is the reputation
of General College on campus?

-- Very good among those who work with the students and faculty. I.,think G.C. serves
a special need and that is its value. When you work with them,40bu understand
Show well they fulfill the need but if you don't work with them, maybe some mis-
understanding about how the college meets the need, or some Misconceptions.

-- Mixed views but my impression is that G.C. is less rigorouS academically than
other colleges because of admission criteria. -I see it as an important vehicle
for students to participate in the)University system.

- - Moderately good reputationsomewhat improved but still somewhat negative.

TeEi.ding excellent.'
Twcrfactorp: _1) seen as college less valued. 2) offer programs not available
in other cklleges. -

6

-- Students would be different. Faculty are very dedicated. -Good counseling and
teaching program. That's the college if you can't get into any other. But that
opinion may have changed, hopefully.

- - From those in the college, they like I haven't really heard anyone
i

comment
either way. :''

4,0f

Ies'aspiring tO status of CLA. `It seems to be trying to broaden itself.

AmOng the People I know and respect, I don't think'there is general respect for
what'they're trying to do.

IJhear _it is an innovative school. It has the'highest minority enrollment. There:
is opportunity for non-traditional student support groups. Design your own program.
More interesting choices.

- - Good starting for people who can't get in otherwise.,

- - Their status is less desirable than other colleges on campus. It does meet many
needs but it As"more of a ;junior college. Student hav'e more input into their pro-
grams and have to do more thinking and take more ,iniative because everything -is
not spelled out for them--they have better opportunity to learn decision-making
skills.

-- It is improving. Its past reputation was that it didn't live up to its full
acadeMic hopes. Now people have expectations that it will meet the needs of
the developmental student. It's for student who have potential to move into
other colleges but are'not quite 'up to,that'idotentiayet. .

-- Very good. This is my first year at the University and people have nothing but
good things to say about it. ,

That,,cademic standards are not as high as other colleges but teacW ability and
time spent with students is superior.

.

- - Ranges from good to pad. "ReputatiOn" is a loaded term. G.C. helps students with
,problems. But it has an Image problem itself. What its reputation is depends on
who you are talking to

7 3



p. 2 -- Q4, U of M Counselors

-- From faculty's point of view, it reputation is not good. -From the students,
its reputation is good. ,Unfortunately it seems to be known as a dumping ground.

Underrated--most people don't understand good services it offers.

-- Open
f
admission means students coming in are non-traditional. Great place fol.

non-traditional,student.

-- It's somewhat easy. It is flexible in terms of degree program.

-- It varies. get mixed reports'. Froth some students I get the impression' they

are.serysatiefied in G.O. ana it. serves their purpose as it relates to them.
It does .give them the frackgrOund they need for the program they are interested
in. But then some students aren't too happy with it. They are more apt not
to have come to terms with their own deficiencies and where they'really are
academically.

-011l

-- The reputation I perceive is that G.C. students are sort of 2nd class citizens.
That, however, is ,not my .personal view.

Generally not favorable.* It is seen as a sort of Junior College, below CLA.
4. V

.Excellent. Open admissions. It is a 2nd chance for some students. It is a non-
traditional college. Many''student options. There is an openness to variety of *

racial, ethnic groups: It's really committed to that concept Ana is'a real.
strength on the campus.

114

.-- Depends on who you talk to. Some say it is a friendly place where you get a lot
of attention. Others say it is where you g9 when you can't make it.

-- It varies. The old stereotype still exists. It is an easier degree, less
respected. It provides, alternatives for studentsin some ways this makes
the college more valuable than getting a degree in another college.

-- 'Tolerated --not widely-supported.

-- Adequate. It's reputation is changing for the better. This change hasn't caught
'up with a lot of students yet, but it is gradually becoming mildly faVorable.

-- Great for adult students. Itj.s more specifically vocational -- stresses market-
able skills. It is a viable-alternative to the School of Management.

-- Cooperative, open, accessible people dedicatedto t aching. There is concern
for real issues, practically applied areas, concern for minority students, etc.

-- Strong reputation. teen as college that is innovative. It 'develops people- -
moves them a long way.

-- Way to tet_in to the U. The clhsses are not all thdt challenging. The handi-
capped use G.C. to get in. Doesn't' measure up. The classes they take can't
be applied to CLA.

Depends on who you talk to. The students. highly reAmmend it. Negative state-
ments come from CLA faculty. G.C. students haVe very good things to say about it.

.

. -- Depends who you talk to. Well regarded by staff and students for the most part.
;Old stereotypes die hard. It is still somewhat negatively stereotyped,, but

,.

people who've had experience with it seem to like it. It provides fine structure.

\



p. 3 -- Q4, U of M Counselors

- -Among faculty the perception is different than students' perception. The
. faculty say it is not really needed on U campus because of availability of

two-year program at community colleges in Twin City area. ,Students who might
be interested-iii-G7V, could be undecided as to what their career objectives
are, and they might feel G.C. is a good starting place in a large University
system.

- -.Like a community college. Good college.

- -'It is negatively stereotyped. Some students in CLA are prejudiced against it.
Serves the scapegoating need. Students in G.C. may lack background. Their
quality is good. Is hel2b1 to re-entry women. It allows people to come back
to school and make somet2Thg of themselves.

-- It-has a mixed reputation. Those who value its special contribution are posi-
' tive toward it. Those who don't are negative.

-- It is a back AD for students who have trouble hacking it in CLA.

- - Mixed reputation. Some students are anxious to get out of G.C. and get on
with liberal arts work and they can't wait to get out. But for those udents
who expect to get their degrees from G.C., they are quite positive about their
G.C. experiences.

-- There is still some stigma attached to being in G.C. Therefore some of the
.students who should be there are reluctant to go there. 'If there are respected
people who started their careers in G.C., they should let that be.known.

'-- The reputation is that'the students are of average and low ability. The faculty
is above average in teaching ability and commitment. The faculty is below
average idits research production and outrageously below average in salary.
It plays a vital role at the U, and we should support it.

-- It is the place where the best teaching takes place. It has a reputationvfor
having an advantage for students who are not the typical students. For 'example,
students whohave ability but haven't performed well in high school now have the
opportunity to show what they can do.' They have /the most student-oriented faculty
of any of'our colleges.

-- Kind of,mixed,reputation. A lot ofpeople-7both Students and faculty--see it as "0
.a real asset. It ,meets the needs of students that are not met through other

colleges. In the past it hasn't been as well looked upon as some other colleges,'
but this seems to be changing. Some minority students feel they'velbeen shunted

.

into it when it might not have really met theft. interests.

-- A creative and dedicated faculty providing specialized programs and educational
options for a unique group of students. Important to have such an option here
at the U. It is the University's, community college.

.

-- Very positive. leowever, some other units lOok at it like a step-child. Most
of its students seem to feel good about it.

-- Average reputation.

4°
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High School.Counselors'Group

Answers to .137-Based on your counseling exftrience, what tYpes of students-are you
most to:recommend Genera/ College to? ,1

-- Students who want college but don:t qualify academically for ahOtherdollege..
Kids that can't make it in regul..a]r.college. Kids that have sfrong feelings about
community ,college not being a rfal.college,-I suggest they take a ldsok at G.C.

Sometimes I suggest a specific Program offered at G.C. They have.an dpeh door
policy at G.C. like the community colleges,.

. ,

they-- For studepts who aren't sure whether they wantto go to the U, it is a lmrod place
to start. Also for those whose academic records aren't too good, and are Worried
about their chances of'being adMitted to another college program.

, .
. ..

t

-- There are some cases where G.C. is. elative to-occupational plan, iit it usually
ends up those who can't get into C lege of Liberal Arts.

gloi

-- Recommend G.C. to tWo types of students:
1. Those looking for specific program that general college offer (e.g., legal

.
assistant).

2. Those who don't qualify for admission to other colleges at U.

.-- For a student who-has desire to go to college but can ' p qualify for C.L.A. or
any'other college, and yetlle really wants to-go to "the" University. It's

anothei option--one'we should keep open to the'studitts.

-- It's a perfect answer for students whO wept to go to-college but can't get into
any of the other colleges.°

, .

For students who'don'tlimeet GLA requirements but are committed to go on to col-
lege, and for some reason want to be on a big campus as Opposed toa community
College.

-- For students who would like to go'to the U. of M, but doesn't qualify. There are
a lot of students who really want to .go to the U and couldn't do it any .other way
than through G.C. .

For people who have a-Strong orientation to go to the U,. but don't qualify for
CLA., Or poSsibli a student who has gi"aduated from a vocational school but who
needs or wants to go on for a higher degree.

,
4

The students I recommend G.C; to are primarily those who want to go to the U of M
but can't meet criteria.for,admission or are so unsure of themselvesthat they
aren't ready to commit,themselves to a-liberal arts or a technical program. Also,
I refer seudents.who I f el need study skills or help in adjustment to college
life, etc: ,

. .

. .

-- Recommend itYto students who haVe,ra..lized late in H.S.,that it is important to _

go on to college. They usually have ]ow test grades and-cdo not qualify.fcr CLA .

or other colleges: It's usuallokthe Same students I would recommend for community
college except that the ones I suggest G.C. to are ones who are notfraid,of the
size of the "U." 4 , ,

' _

.104.P ...-.

-- I recommend it td students with.a negative image, ocommunity colleges who would .
I

like to,assoCiat7 with a large University complex.
, . I--

A/ r . '
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P. 2 -- Q3,- Hi ool Coungelors

-- For the students who really want to go-to the "U," who want the igness, the
cultural experiences, the experience of meeting people from all untries--
but who can't make.it into CLA (because of poor grado or. poor to scores).
It is a place for them to get started at the U.

- - I would recommend a community college first because I feel they have a broader
program. However, I .do recommend G.C. to students whoLwant to go to the big
U but don't qualify for other colleges at the.0 because of low, grades.

- - Students who are ineligible for other colleges at the U,

Those students who want to go on to college, but who
learning skills yet still kind of insist on going to
ested in community college or AVTI.

Those students not eligible for other colleges at the
the main campus becuase of athletics, music, theater,

- - I would say I'd recommend'G.C. to the student who is undefined in his major and ,

whose general performance level in academics is about C level.

- - It all depends. I based it on their academic records and their
basics. If they need more basic skills work, they should go to
tage of G.C. is that it is open to everybody so all kis can get

* in their education. Here at Highland most students go to other

have shown deficiency in
college and aren't inter-

U but who want to be on
etc.

-- Recommend it toi'late bloomers."

I'd recommend G.C. to students who may not have done very well on their4'prepara-
tory work here in highschool but who do desire to go to college. Thus he can
use G.C. as an entrance to*.college, a place to prove himself.

need for more
G.C. The advan-
some'upgrading
colleges.

-- Generally, I work with 9th and 10th graders so I don't cessarily work with the
students who are going right from schdbl into college. The students wit otential
but who*haven't shown it in high school would be the ones I would recommen G.C. to.

- - Well, I don't usually recommend a student to General College. If I have a student
in this category, I'usuallY recommend a community college.

-- A student who doesn't really know where hp isipoing but wants to try something.
Perhaps he might be rather deficient in some skill area, such as math.

-= It would be mostly for kids that are undecided, or unsure, or not as high schol-
`astically. There is a lot of interest here in Burnsville for the Institute of
Technology' there at the.U.

-- I don't like to use the word recommend when working with students. I prefer
the word advise, I might advise G.C. depending on what the student needs.
Types of students to whom I advise tale consideration of General College:

1. Wants'U experience but does not qualify.
2. Wants work experience exposure (they have some programs,like,H.S. work-

3.

programs).

is more skill - oriented educationmore j ob training and school mix.

-- Could suggest it to almost any of them. Lots oi them are in doubt as to what
they want to do. v.

-- Suggest if to .those that aze not definite in what they want to do.
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p. 3 -- Q3, High chool Counselors

-- Don't recommend it to very many. Most kids want CLA. We stalk about G.C. but

it seems easier to go to community college which is handier than the U. The
kids seem to think that G.C. is dead-ended, that it is.too hard to transfer out.

-- For those who have fairly high potential but who have not had high achievement}
in high school.

- - We are well served by Normandale but I feel G.C. is necessary for the City 1

schools. It could be recommended to those who probably_haven't done well in
high school so they can't meet the obligations of the other colleges. It does
give them a second chance to prove thenplves.

-- For someone who hasn't done well in high school but feels they want tom to
college but probablycan't qualify for any other college.

-- For a student who perhaps has decided to go on to school but has not kept hia
grades up in high school. It gives thenr,the opportunity to have a fresh start- -
get some support,services. Short term programs are available or preparatory
classes for transfer to other colleges.

- - For students who want to be flexible in regard to academic performance, who may
not want structurdd classes but wants some flexibility in classes, etc. (such as
independent study). Also for students who have good ability but have problems
with a regular program.

-- I'd recommend it to kids that still need additional work with the basics. Some-
times at General College they can find themselves.

-- For those students who did not do well in,high school or are too immature when
they start college.

.

For thosestudents who need close monitoring, remedial instruction, and some
enhancement of their self-confidence for academic achievement.

-- A student who has potential but has never used it--to fliye thema second chance
to use-their ability. ,

-- I would say students who don't qualify for a regular two-year or four-year
college. However, I think the Community Colleges have reduced the need for
the General College..

7- The same ones I would recommend to community college. They're*the ones who don't
meet the entry, requirements for four year colleges and those would be the oneS
would recommend.

. 1

- - For the student whose college aptitude rating is below.140 and above 100. I.some-
J. times offer G.C. to a student who isn't interested yet in any certain vocation.

Others I might recommend a vocational school for.
a

- - One that does not qualify foribth# er colleges.

-- The kind that have a combination of low or very,aiierage GPA's and low college
testing scores so that this would give them college experience.

-- I would pay students-whose potential to get a four yeai degree is questionable
or who needs to prove himself capable of getting through a college program.

ell-- Generally those' whose test scores or grades are lower than what it takes to ge .

into a liberal arts college.
r
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for the students who want to go to college and don't fit the requirements of a

regular college. Also possibly students flounderirig about what they want to do.
G.C. might make a good start for them.

I recommend it to the ones who come back with a reject from CLA.

0

A

J.

N
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General College Students

Answers to 227-From what you have heard, what would you say is the reputation
of General College An campus?

-- I enjoy it and think it's a great program but other people who-are not in it
tend to cut, it down.

-- I know. G.C. students are looked down, upon by students and the entire. Univer-
sity. It's just a general feeling.

s/)t

-- Low reputation. Thought of as dummies. .

- - There are gOod po_nts, but theie's mostly ba6KI degree from G.C. doesn't
seem to meat as m ch as a degree from another college.ry

4

-- Very good. I ao iiot know in what way you mean. Do hot understand.

-- Well, I guess people don't think of it 'very highly. Like they think if you'rpf
in G.C. you'ye got a learning disay.lity or something.

-- Kind of lower key as far"as the:programs.go. Guess it's just OK.

People that can't make it into CLA go into Gil so it has a second class
'reputation.

-- I know it's not good.

-- I would say that G.C. is no big deal. It jUst doesn't have too much to offer.

- - It's rtf bad.

- - I think it is thought of like a high school, but over all, most 'people don 't
know about it at all.

- - People think it is kind o? a second-rate school begause it has an easier admis-
sions policy than other colleges on campus.

- - Probably not 4S reputable as it could be I guess there is a certain stigma
attached td"the G.C.

- - It has both a good and bad reputation, I guess.: It's noted for students who
may never have had a chance to go to college without it, so that' the good.
But it's also known as the "jock" college'or the college of people who weren't
smart enough to get into CLA.

$

- - I don't think it has a good reputation. I wouldn't-recommend a degree through
G.C., but it's OK when you're just starting out.

CLA and IT think it's for idiots or rejects of their pfograms.

- - I think the reputation is that it is an easier college, but now that I've seen
some CLA kids in G.C., classes, I think that reputation maytbe changing.

- - Its reputation is lower academically than CLA.
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-= Not very good reputation. Everyone says it'snot a good ck1lege.1 It's for
people who are behind other people and haven't had as much. education.

- - I don't know--to tell the truth, f don't hear anything. °Well, people just 6

'take GC to go on to another higher college, anyway.

- -.Its reputation is that it's the easiest college, and it's just like high
school. People just look at you like you're not as good as they are
when they know, you're in G.C.'

- -. Well, they consider it a bone-head college. Because anyone can get into it.
1

- - I only read Daily newspaper articles, but they say G.C. doesn't have the
reputation for as good standards as the other colleges do.

-- I haven't heard aldt because I'm there and gone right away, but I have heard
some comments that it's rather like high school di- Grade 13.

- - Not as high in academic standards as CLA.

-- Not real good. Everybody hates General College, but I feel that we need it
because some kids don't have the grades and still need to prove themselves.
Some don't feel it's necessary but I do.

-- Pretty good. People seem to take serious ly, understand its functions, and
respect it for that.

444

-- I don't really give a hoot! Well, even if some say it's a college for dummies,
I think it's a great -place for a start and a jump onto CLA.

- - Its reputation is of giving minimum quality of education at the U for people
who can't get into any other college.

-- Not the best reputation, probably because the rest of the students at the U
don't look at it as something important.

-- I guess it's less well known than most of the other colleges, and generally
I receive the impression that it is not as highly regarded as others such
as CLA.

- - It is the first college for some engineering students to start with to take'
4 some background science - classes in, just gs for some business students it is
important for them to start in CLA. t q

- - I never hear anything bad, so I feel the repute/6.On is good.
y.

- - Well, when Dfirst started I heard it was a downer (everyone put it down as
' ..':not being very good), but now I'ye dealt 'with three different colleges over

At the U, and I think GC is the best.

There is a general overall low opinion of GC. Either people don know what
4# it is or they think it's the school for those who can't make it academically.

Well;` CLA students feel thae,General College is notsas demanding.'

-- The CLA faculty has a very poor opinion of GC. They automatically expect the
academic work of General College student to beowet than the CLA student.
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-- Well, people seem to think it'iS the dummy,scho

I think it needs.to imprOve.its image and reputat on.

--- I'd say the other students at the U are pretty sn bby to the General College'
sidents.

. .

--,I tn't think people view.it too well.. I think it is a stepping -stone toward
so thins else or "a different degree, which is'a g od purpose for it. But

1 .a lot cif people don'ts view it as a serious college ,.,

1'* .. , *..,
, :

-7 Not too good. 'It's like a high school, something you'try to get through to
get to-anothet,college. .

,.,

.
. .

\
-- That it is a schooljust a litle higher than high school that doesn't meet

t, the grade of CLA or T.
", 1

*4

-- Sort of looked down on. I Applied for a Baccalaureate' of G /
Studigs and

A lot oiqtdds looked\ovn, on mg for it because they don't thin it is as good
a,schoolA ,

'..
n

.
, la, ,

-- Low; Pgdple consider,O.t about the same as a junior college. a

-- Well, my -impression has been hat itIO a college for kids who can't handle
CLA, which I think is urifounded..., *

ably.Fantastic. The morale has'reaTly picked up in General College The 4tudents'
and faculty are .great.

.

,

-- Really good. I'Veheard things about, tie oPporblinit es- it has, the good
classes ft offers. .

. / A

, .* ..Q.

-- Real good. Offers a little m6re.personal helpmoreirme to one advising and
counseling for each student. W. .

. 1 , ,---_:_c;

..,,,

-- Good. Some say CLA just isn't for everybody. For some it is easiier 'and' better
at G.C.

- 1k

-- Not 'very good. People not in GC think classes are easier. G.C. is called 4

,Nicholson High School. 4

'From 0-at I have heard, it is growing in Sirs. Everyone used to think 4
was A,sluff-off school,.but now after my be in it and talking to my advisor,
I and others are realizing it is just as benefidial to us as a CLA'degree.

Good)school. Has good teaching.
. ... .. , -

.

. ,

-- Adequate repUtation. It is a stepping-stone where a person can begin college
career toiiard a desired goal or education before moving to another program'at
the .U. ,

-- Very low. People say GC is more like high school sses.
/4

A I . 0

- - The people at GC are considered to be, really nice. The counselors give you a41..
lot,of timethey're friendlier than in CLA.
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Not very good reputation. They say that since you don, ',t have tcr take admission
tests, it is easy.

-- Good,. becaUse it gives-people who can't get into CLA , a chance.

- - Law, very low. It's consi
grade point average to get, into.

c college that, you don't ,need. any,

-- Good as far as gpttltg you prepared 'for entering college OT to start you in ,

a.progrdia.

Very good reputation from the.standpoint of teacher quality anOegood
material. covered. .

/

-- It; isn't as good as'it should be.',Peapie in other colleges have a tendency
to, look down on GC. .- .

.

-- Law reputation. College,an'Yone can get into, do anyone with the slightest bit
of tnobbishnessi looks down on it.

,

A lot of people from other colleges kind of look down on it but I on't think
they understand the idea'of it--that it gives many more Reople an opportunity
to advSnce their learning.

- - There aredifferent views
college. Students- inside
Studenis qutside GC don't
a continuation of high school.

.

--It has its-good points,and bad points. Good points are better student - teacher
relations, not as crowded classes.' Badpoints,are.that they Are a little too

. general ontheir requirements--slitould jpe a little more competitive, i.e. with
other students in general'collegel

.

nir Reputation'is sort 4.half and half. General College students sayit's really
good but people notin GC tend to take a negative attitude toward

-- Overall it's looked dawn upon byother students at the U--as though the students
inn GC,weren't'as smart.. Students in lapOlogiZe for being in GC. 'They shouldn't
blip still they'db because of the stere, e it has. I've taken some classA in

. GC that are even harder thin in other colleges and some are easier so it evens out

depending on whether you're insideor outside of the
GC feel it's real good Ind serves their purpose.
really understand the college and feel it's merely

*
)

-- Kind of bad reputation, Some students put ut down, think we should transfer to
CLA or IT. .

( -
..,

.-

`Personally, I reFard. it`highly more than.other'people who tiaven'.t experienced
it. SOme, if they havent .been !1ere and are not familiar with the, curriculum,
tend to lodk down VA it. Thaiwa 2-year certificate Irom.GC.and am thankful
they was able, to go to' the Univef'sity and get` the atmosphere there and Some
schooling without baying o. go for the whole 4.year ,degree. 4ef .

) ,

I

Very good reputation'. I lon't think I'd ever go into CLA. .-I think the'oppor7

.
tunities are ab'ood in GC, if not better, for jobs. My.degree is marketing
is ,more specialized that legeneral,businS3s degree and I thank I will be able
to fii0 a job easier. - 0

.

.1
1 " ;
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- - Probably not very good -- average -td not:so good. I think it's anging,
but a lot of students in other colleges don' recognize the ne for G.C.

, I.see it asimportant for kids who would likPmore individual attention and .

need to go at a little slower pace.

, 9. ..

--,Foreign students like it because it has a lot of the basic which A good for
them; but.CLA kids' think if you want to get a degree you should be in CLA.

- - Very good reputation: I've talked to quite aew people, and they're very
pleased that they can get a specialized_degree.' Other college's don't offer'
the exact degree you want, and in General College you can-get just what you
want.' I myself am very pleased with GC,,too.

. I think it has a pretty good reputation. It has good teachers. They take more
time with individual students than in CLA. .

- - Well, it seems that most people think it is easier tHen CLA pr IT. ,

-- Pretty, good. _,It has a place because yoU scan ,pick out else classeky u want and
set up your own degree. Theecounselors are'More personable.

t.
.--;Qood.

Notreal-good. I havetstroAg.:vie7;is. I don't;like it that some of the students
get into fights; do childish-things. It reflects on me and the looks I'get
because S say I go there. - .

,-- GC students think it is:good but they don't consider it as well in CLA.
:

.. .
. ,

- - Pretty goal reputation.
.

They'set you ready fairly well to transfer todther
colleges.atthe 'University: .

.

,

. (
-- IPthink it's gettingbetter all the time. It used to have a lot of4rthletes

in it, and this trend is changing toward people who just want to come back and
further their education.

--I'really haven't heard anything --it's just a college
o

--Ifost people think of it as a way to ge t into school, but judging from other
schooll; I've been to I know'the,classes;aren't any easier at the 11'.4 G.C. then
to ,other ,colleges. --

.. ..
. :

-- I've heard its ot as good as CLA and it's kind of looked down on, but I feel
.

it's a good opportunitY. The special programs are vety good- - they -have some
good ones.

.-- GOA reputation, but va es dependingon,who you talk to.

J.= I've heard it .was for idiots, but since I've gone through it, I know bettr.
I dank it's starting to lose its lousy reputationseems to be getting better.

-- Very good reputation.: People like the 2 year degree program.
t

Varies. Some hink it's a refuge for athletes.dnd poorer sUdents,tand others
think; it's start to lead to CLA. . .

. .

important to have this option for people who've been away from college for
awhile.' I don't know about reputation.

p
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'-- Basically like high school. Get requirements out of the way so.can go on to
4 majors.

-- Has a good reputation. The professors are more willing to help direct you in
what you should take, and I appreciate that.

$ -\ , .

-- Not so good. Most people talk about it like it's a high school and they prefer _

CLA.' .

BeloW average. People in the other colleges think it's inferior because \it's
an open-admiss/ons college.

Not that great. - Not as academically strong as the other colleges.

-- People get'sick of GC real quick becadse of the feeling that you get like
yotArNot not goin:anywhere. It'S OK, but some people feel like they've wasted
.4 year in GC.

1

5

Not -too good a reputation.' Partly because of the lack of interest shown by
'GC students. They sometimes aren't very motivated--although some are.

Has a lower reputation because it's the lowest college on campus, maybe because'
of its open-admissions policy. I

\"00.:

- - les a "hell" of anopportunity for,pdbple who hive a hard time getting into
CLA. Others, don't thinks it's very,important, I guess, but I,believe it's very
important!

-- Not so good., People in CLA seem to have the 1.74.ew that the joeople in GC,aren't
. 4 smart as they are. But I think it is a good deal for students who aren't

A, sure cf- themselves or whit they want to do.

-- .'Everything I've heard is good. fes'a good way to sort of "breayn" to,coltege.
1 .

-- Goiod reputation with GC students, but criticized by-CLA stuftnts. Most don't
'know .that the GC has changed and is much better that it was in the past. .

41/' .$ g

'- Good. TeacKers are really good. -

g ,
. ,4 . .

" e
., la

Haven't hear:awe,
to have %a.lo

- - Ore heard,it's

chdabout it, but
enough 'reputation

'a gbod program.,

most people tisie It to traftsfer to CLA-. 'Seems

° 1

Teachers are'lfery helpful.

.,
." -- All right; only fair. Some OT the cAdits don't transfer to.CLA. -.

'-. 4 '' W s

P
''''''

-:-.,...Just.transferfed here'this last quarter -- really don't kliow much about Its.
.

reputation. , . . .

q...1
(..-..

......, .

.
.

..
-- Fairly good. Gives people who.aren',-t high soholasticalla chanter too. N.

!
% i!-" .. t

Good reputation.
'

r

- - Bid. It's an easier college to getinto so the other etude don't thinkN
- ait's "up there," you know.

419
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P. 7, Q3, General College Students'
.

-- It depends Jon' if you're'asking GC students or Other, students.
,

-- Most things I've heard are favorable. 'People like the philosophy of the GC.
z

-- Pretty good reputatiolk The courses are good and some of the classes are
eretO hard.

/:

--
.

I've only talked to other GC students, but.for me it's been great. Well, the
profe-ssors and classes are both good. The professor have been a big help in

. guiding me. and I hope to go on to CLA next year.
1

A .

-- Has a very good reputaziaS as far as students go. ilhe professors are good;
and there is aqot of choiCdlof classes available.

-- Pretty good. There is a large diversity of people here: It's good for 1a
stepping stone to get into CLA.

-- Well, from what he-ai.d basically. people are kind of indifferent about it.,
° Mdst people don't _know that much about the GC,so I just don'I feel they know

what they're talking about.

4 .

c.

:
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General Colldge Students

(Those who answered yes to Q11)

Answers to Q11. If you had it to do over again,,would):ou g to General College?

-- I went back to school After 10 years- of not being in school, and I needed "as

refresher course to get going again. I got it in"G.C.

-- Because it was my only available option at the time-other than Metropolitan.

-- It is an open adMIsLon college and ean act as stepping stone. . .
_----... , , ,..,

.49

-- Because I needed to pick up on some of my remedial skills before 9r transfer
'to the School o4 Nursing. _ '/

.
, . N

-7 Yes, because my_experience has been: proeducation has been agigodd,in_General
College as it'was in CLA (started out in CLA). °

7- Yes, because I feel that the'professort in GC areore concerned for the
students than piofessors in other colleges.

-- Yes, because I transferred fiom St. Cloud and I guess mycredits transferred
beet to GC rather than to other colleges at U.

- - Yes, because I felt that'I could get into a program that I set up for myself
to something after college. I can't complain about any. of my classes all
were good. I have had great counseling.

-- I'd start in GC .but not finish there. There is too much hassle in the bicca-.;
laureate program--not well planned. I'm thinking of transferring to University
College to try to gdt°my degree quicker.

.-- Yes, because my badkground coming out of high school was not so good.

e .

Yes, in terms of going.back to school after 10 years. I was able to refresh
my learning skills inclasses like match before going on into more difficult

., . .classes. The counselors and faCulty have been very supportive.: Have done
f internships in research.and statistics-I take CLA and IT courses as well as

, iGeneral College courses. . ' i ,

4
. .

-.

or"
- Yes, bedUase it's more<my,style of learaing.. like smaller classes and all that:
Wish'we had a-nicer building, though. . -

-- I like the Hurican Services Program I;m in:
,

.

. .:

- - I'd go in h second - 'small, ,comfortable school, very supportive. Helped me
get-started right at school.

J,
--ies, becauSe it prepares you better for the rest f the UniversitysYstem.
.

i .

. .
,

.

-- Yes`', because it gives you a morespractical outlook specific- skills yotf can

really use 'for jobs in life.
l ,

-- I think if is more individualized my advisor, e.g., has-been more help than
. .

some of my Btiends% advisors in CLA. In fact they don't even know tbeir,advisors,
actually don't even know who they ate. .

4.
.



General,CollegeStudents
(Whose anowering'yes to Q11)

P
C

-- Yes, begans9 idn't start school until Iwas 27. I had not completed high
school, so I really scared to go baak,_ but GC has6done well by me.

- - Because I realry 40yed cOUrses'I took in G.C. tht weren't available in CLA.

- - Yes, because I feel It-gies you a widetyhoice of different courses and
4

interests you can get involved in.
. A

k---Yes, because I enjoyed the classes and the professors.

-- Yes, mainly because I'm learning more practical things that will prepare me
,

for the job world. ,

. .
,

. b ,
.,

-- Because I was accepted
.

into G.C. right away and it's been fine.
.

-- If I had gone to CLA, I m)ght not have known the opportunities here at GC.
1 like the programs of G.C.

.
, *

. .
i OP-

-- Yes, because the amount of people in the claisroom is smaller--it's more like
a working group.You get to know your instructors better--help is more
available to you that way. .

-...
. .

-- Because there are a lot of interesting classes, good teachers who are better
able to communicate with me and teach me morSstuff. . '

,

-- Yes. For my experience and what I wanted to get out of'college, it was nec-..
essary. I bad to get my academic level up in order to go on to,get my degree.
(here was a 5-year gap between my high schoo and college years).

6
,

- - Yes, because starting there got meoff on a,good beginning program with an .

all-around view.

Yes, beCause I've liked it.

Yes because classes are ,smaller .and my major' is para-legal which no other
college at the U offers. The chance to meet and make more friends is better
because of smaller classes. More individuaj contact With professors and teaching
assistants.

--yes, because itwould give me something to do instead of working.
-,r

1
--'1 feel it is good experience an0 better than community College:

.Because it helped bring me
.

into:college. I,was out three'years betweenthigh
. school and °college and I felt that GC made attingtack easier.

i
,,-.

t

.-- I'd go again but hope to-transfer out into CLA this sum?er.
e

. .
. .

-

-- I plan to .transfer out before I graduate--probably next year, but I think it's
been a good starting ground. -:' .

.., 1 .

,-- Its a sood(experian9e to c e into a college where ou're not on top of the
,peck--good huAility . . I woy.dn't hesitate to; do ft again.

I't ,....", 1 i. '

'-'X
,i

,
-.:7.

W ' y
'7?

.4*.
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General College Students
(Those answering yes to Q11)1
p. 3

. ..

- I've certainly enjoyed it. I'd say yes. It's a rather flexible college--

i
good for people who aren't sure of whet they want. The counselorp deal with
you a little more personally. The enrollment is not so high that it is hard
to get to talk to a counselor.

- - Yes,.I'd go again because the classes are small and more individual atte0on
is given to the students. The General College, however, restricts you from'
taking classes outside the college, and I feel you should be able to take
classes wherever you please if you are paying for it. That would be.a negative
feature. The procedures for admission are very drawq out--that/also is a
disadvantage. .

-- Yes. It'slbeen a really -tood experience. It's been exactly whSt I wanted--
. 0

a'wide range of subjects.

-- Yes. It's smaller and you see more of the same people. To start out, it's
nice because it is smaller. It's easier to transfer credits from G.C. to
another college while in G.C. than to take a G.C. class while in another
college. Some of the classes I'd say are 'better in GC--like biology. I've
taken that both in CLA and GC. *.

-- Yes, it seems like you get more help. Faculty is more concerned for you both
personally and acdemicall*.

-- I have no regrets. I feel I've gotten what I want. I haven't had pressure.
From talking to offer students, there is moreof a hassle in CLA with the
larger classes, stc.

t.

-- Yes, of course. *cause of the special attention I get from instructors in GC..

1)
/ - Yes bec4se I needed the basics, but I do intend to transfer to CIA.

,A
- - Yes, I would. I'm really pleased withG,C. I like the teacher and the pebple

in1the counseling department. I like the classes offered an e convenience
omit and the fact that you can choose your own courses for your degree.

Definitely, because I get more, ft of GC because of its elowe'r pace. I learn:

quickly be like to go at a little slower pace and have more individual help.

-- A good plitce to start for people who never did anything oinhigh school.
04'

- - Yes. I've been id different schools at the U. I think GC is 'more personable .

vil....audjnore interested in teaching you a,skill than in rounding but your education.
\

I ajso like setting up m3' own program. -If you want a specific degree, you can
put down the atlases you feel could be ,most helpful and then submit it to the
CC College Board and if thdy acCeyt.

,
it, you can take thosd courses to get your

, e
degree..

,,

_,. '

Yes. Without it I probably wouldn't have gone b ause I wasn't accepted 'CLA.
. . ( . . .

.

-.,, . _ .
. ,

-- Yes. !That's the'only way.I could -get into the U. I didn't feel I was ready
. for college yet. It -is a building block for me. I intencitO go on to. CLA ,.

-and -then graduate school.

89 . .- :.
,

, I, .
/ .'s1

- - Yes, because GC emphasizes more,sbeut Where you are going--what your geals are.-

It is.for people who want that, whereas in the ()the! collegis they usually

youalreadi kiwi. You can pick up classes in GC4that you missed in high 'sawn..
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General-' ollege Students
(Those answering yei to Q11)
p. 4

-- Yes. It allows more,people to go to college who wouldn't normally qualify
for other Colleges-A-It's a' little more.personalizedthe:classes are smaller,
and the professors get to know you a little better.

Yes. It was good for me to help prepare me to go into the business school.
/

-- It's a good starting point, especially for people who doi't know what the
wint to do. ....

.

Yes, definitely. They prepare you better for graduate, work. 4

Yes, because it is b
a chance to get into
but if they°have the
they should' be given
to make it.

etter to get in the regular University where you have
better colleges later. Some kids mess up in high school,
chance to get into a big-time school, like-the-U of M
a chance because 9 times out of 10 they will'work hard'

Because the marketing program they have is very good and that's my interest.

-- There are a Tote of good programs and teachers, and,I personally feel that the
/ teachers in GC are more willing to help students and I-like that.

--.Becuase in my 'major I can graduate thro4gh the ,General

,)
-- Just to get the basics down.

/

-- Yes, I need.it, and I have a:lot of children at home so I must go.

-- I think it's'a g
major is going

6

place to satart when you're not quite sure what your

-- I like thefolitelegrqups you're assigned to for registering and stuff--it's
rea117 helped me a lot. i .

\.
.

,
9

-.- Because it gives theaiuderit who didn't have good grades a chance to get a
degree, too, and 'that's..Me.--

, .

-. °Yei,r'bectusethat's where I have to start to get into. CLA.

Yeg, it will'help me to have some, basic match and English.

-- It's an easy way 00 get acclimated to college, and I enjoy being on campus.
.

I like it--I like the professorgobetter; they are definitely much more helpful.

-- It has really been a good start for me.

-- Yes, becamse that's Where the para -legal college is, and that's what I wanted.

Well3 yes I guess so--at least I learned something as opposed to learning nothing!

-- Yes, because it'i'tfig only Way I could have gotten, into college because of
my, poor high school grades.

.

-- Right now in my life I need the reassurance of havinglookgrades: I'm tranar_
ferring into CLA next year. I like the teaching staff in dt, they've beeAkgreat.



General College\Students
(Those answering yes to Q11)

p.. 5

- - I think it's worthwhile,. A-lot of,iruff I missed in high school I'm getting
now, so I'll be ready to transfer inn CLA. 4

qes.

- - Hopefully if I-had it to do over I could get'into CLA, but if I were in the
'same circumstance, I'd go again. Like I said, it's a fantastic opportunity.'

4

-- Yes, because if I had been accepted at the college I originally wanted, I
might not have made it the first year and I would have gotten discouraged.

I really like smaller; and you really get to know pelple.

-- It was the perfect place for me to start aftei 12 years of being away frbm scho .

Probably because it gives mg a better,view of- what Ireally want-to do.

- - Well, it's agood place to start--much easier than CLA. For me it has worked.

- - Yes, because I think its easier than the other colleges.

',-- I'd take GC to start off again and work my way into CLA.

-- I like the classes they offer.

- -,They've'got a nice. Indian Studies programsthere, and I'm a minority student.
They have a lot of'good choice of courses. . .

= I'm only going to GC fora couple of year so can get the credits to go into
an academy., and it's doing the jOb 4orine.

-- Yes, because it's the beginning of going to a University for me.

- - Yes, because of the qicf of what I'm going into, which is aviation, and it's
the. only college that bffers it.

--,Because I think it's pretty fair and I've learned a lot through it.

-- Because I couldn't get into CLA--I'd rather be in CIA, tut my grades weren't
0

good hough. '
- .

N.

.

Y4s,,beciuse it's a good way to take general courses and not have to choose
one field right away. -0..

..
,

-- Because I'm not planning to stay at the U for the next four year31s, and I c
. take`geneia

,

classes-rather than having to get into specifics:
., .

-- I think its a real supportive college and I prObably would haveAnofped out
by now if'I had gone right into CLA.

Yes, but\ only because-I couldn't get into CIA. In GC I can work my way up
to CIA.

.

-- It'd a really good fiisst yearI took a couple years,off after high school,
and GC really eased me back illto school life again.

3

a

A



Genetal College Students

(Those answering yes.to'Ql1)
P. '6

O

-- Yes, becuase I'm undecided about what I'want to do and it's easier than the
other colleges. Mk

- -Yes, but only if I had. It helped me get back into the swing of things.
CLA would have been too much for me.

- -.Yes, because it's good experience and it, Nits my own needs.

(

a

4
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General College Students

(Those who answered no to Q11) .

Answers to Q11. If you had it to do over again, would you go to General College?

-- No, because the overall G.C. does not prepare you for real college work.._They
need better classes and more transferable courses.

-- No.- IA other colleges more things hare offered. That's the,main reason.

-- No, because if I had had my choice, I would have'gqne CLA. However, I do
like the smaller class size and the teachers in GC.

---'It's not my major--I haven't had any subjects in my major.

7- I dOn't like if. I feel like,it's a hindian6e, like I'm kind of in a trap
and I'lI never, out.. . ...k .

,
,,

'
a.

-- I't's too easy! It's* not specialized enough; I don't feerlike I'm getting

anYFhere. _

/

-- No, because if my grades were better I'd have gone right, into CIA, but then
whg.has it to do over again?

- 7-Not-if-I-had my cho;be--if my grades -were higher-,-

Nobacause so far I haven't gotten anything much

I would have been in CIA.

out of the classes I've taken.

e--No, because it's just not the place for me. It's pot in my plans or goals.

}O ,because I'd rather e 'tO business' college, but when I first came, they
accepted me at G.C. .1 will add, however, that I'm not unhappy with G.C.

rather gofto one of.the.regular colleges right away because it is going
to be bard for me-to get out .of hefe--I have a tendency -to get a little laiy.

r- Na; because ]'m transferring out, and I guess if I'd known I'd be transferring
:out, anyway; I would have started right in CLA.

No, because when I applied i1 didn't have any idea I could Mak it into CIA,"

but since then I've found out I probably could have made it, after all.

I only 'signed into GC because I didn't know I had any other choice. If

had. it td do over again, I would' go right into CLA.

--:No, because I 'don't like the idea o\ having to stay in General College when I
want to be in a pie-business course in CLA. I can't-be accepted for CLA because
they say they don't accept some GC-courses in CLA in their business major.

9, ,

No, bebause my major will now be business in GC, and I think I could have done
better in Business School. .Also I wish the dean of G.C. would,have better
informed me and other students of the requirements and alternatives of getting
a degree sooner and with lessextracredis.

-- No, 'because most people look ddwn on it. I would have chosen another college

like CLA or something.
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General College Students
(Those answering no to Q11)
p. 2

No, because in General College I can't have a specific major, and if I
graduate from GC, I don't think I can get a good job.

No, because my major being dentistry, it seems like my year in GC is wasted.

-- No, because I want to go into business administration. Also it's too much
of a hassle registering. 4

,-- No, because there is not enough challenge`. .Too easy.
0

not, the reason being the stigma attached to General College.
The instructors are excellent, but the General College just doesn'tehave
the same reputation the other colleges do.

f
-- I don't feel I've learned alot becaute it is toomuch like high school - -it

is more for kidp with less background, or fereigners; etc.:
, °

04.

-- I would go to CLA because they haveta program that I like now that General
College doesn't have,.

-- No, if I had paid attettion to what Z was doing in highSchwal, I probably
would haVe started out in one of the more specific colleges.

6

1
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University of Minnesota Counselors Group
.

Answers to Q11--Do you have any comments or suggestions about General College that
1 _

you would like to add? . 0

-- I think it's just fine. They are doing some things very well. They are doing an-
excellent job of fulfilling a need and there is a need.

-- Some problems about the B.A. program.

7- It's important for them to continue to educate people on campus and the public
about the program. It needs more visibility here at the U.

14

-- Should further encourage the Dean to increase ethphasis on faculty to design,
programb to-help students develop skills that:will make it possible for them
to move into other areas where there are greater career opportunities.

-- I'm impressed with their course offerings. I wish CLA would offer simile les.
a

not

-- I'm a graduate student and work with students that have learning handicaps.
General College provides a good opportunity to...try out their skills there
and then maybe go on to other colleges or be content with-C.C.

CLA classes are larger and more impersonal. The professor doesn't feel obliged,.
to break down complex material. G.C. prbfessors are student oriented. They
try to make the material more comprehensible to the student.. It is more personal:
It is tnecessary to be here.

-- If budget crunch continues, it might be wise to consider a merger between_G,C.
and CLA.

G.C. ismaking =ffort to educate the rest of the U as to its worth. It is a
good place to start out. I feel really good about it. .

The only problem is that some students are afraid they can't get out of it when
'they want to. This is not a true perception but it is still there.

-- I think it has a function and place on campus. I know the stereotypes but don't
$agree with them. The students are the same as other students in ability.

rfeei strongly'abbut the need for G.C. It serves a unique function at the
University. It provides the University with an open door college plus the
nature of its programs provides residents of the State-with more options to
choose from.

ge,

-- I think it's a terrific place and they do all kinds of things they don't gets
credit for, but I don't know how to change the perception. f think if Reports
did an article on the interesting` things being done in GC, it would help.
Reporis,is the publiciltion that goes to all faculty and staff.

1

- - I think it is valuable because it gives those students,who haven't done well in
high s9pool for whatever reason a chance to do better,and to increase basic skills.
More iiportantly, it is an opportunity to earn the opportunity to get into other
colleges. It gves'thek an opportunity for a c¢1lege education, an opportunity
that wouldn't be available. to them otherwise.

-- I received material on'Anniversary Year but eUrirdn't attend.

90
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p. 2 Q1I, U of M Counselors,
,

valuable alternative and:ought to be
:

respected.-

-- The negative reputation of'G.C.-is h ting the,college out in the business
community You, need to re- educate me esrsof the business community. G.C.'s
negative image is hurting:how people-see value of Edelree.frOm:G.C.

-- It would -be twise for the U to cut back on G.C. It should be,beefed up. ilks.

0 o
-- Go more for re-entry adult women students.

)

- - Make people more aware If degree possibilities in G.C. .Get out more information
about BAS and BGS degrees.

-- Should have more minority faculty tenures. Surprises me that it hasn't attracted
More.

-- G.C. needs a new building--new facilities. It's like a Help Center, fOr econ-
omic problems and everything. Serves important need. Would be terrible if
G.C. was dropped..

- - Would be important to provide courses that can apply to CL's,- -like Anatomy,
.

which is similar to requirements in CLA. There are a lot pf courses taught
by gradpate students, and G.C. students have felt this wasn't as good as
full professor.

-- Hope it survives. I like it to be aroundas an option. It has a 'unique mission
' in its emphasis on a 2-year program and then working into other colleged*as well.

° -- The general purpose of the college is excellent and it should contihu. It seems
to be built on a solid base.-

a

-- I'm not sute of.the validity of;G. C. There probably is duplication between G.C.,
and Twilk City community colleges. (I'm referring only to 2-year program?. they
shoulditeep.the 4-year program,intact for those transferring from vqcational 4i

schools. The 4-year program shiould give some credit for completion of werk in
vocational schools.

-- They should haVe more minority faculty than they have and more emphasis on-
careers than they do. .

___
4iN

.

-- I really'belleve G.C. offers help;to women in the state. -Really important. It
looks out more for the interests of non - traditional students. It offers them
more than any other college in the state, and I feel very supportive of that.

-- There shoUld be a more coordinated effort in their student affairs center to 6
work with other units at U. Shouldn't.be

R IP
\ , :t

-- There. isn't much othe4publicity besides the General'College bulletin. The image--
is negative. There is a lack of awareness of the classes and programs offered.

-- It's a valuable program. They offer degree programs,and certificates not available )
fk,

elsewhere on campus. The work they do in preparing students for other colleges
. .is a valuable contribut

.
.*,

.....1,, .
.

--:- As an extension division counselor I often work with adults who have been awdy

Ihl

from college for awhile or never attended. I advertise G.C. as a comfort le
environment for starting at the University. Like G.C. and feel good abo t the
help they give students., As a counselor, I'd like to have available placement
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,

\
data if they have it so we could say to students that a certain percent from G.C. Y .
are placein jobs..

1

.

I think the Dean has done a good job. I like the "P.R.ey jOb she has done. I

like, her being in that position.

G.C.'has a good working relationship with Extension.
,
P

-- Keep up.the good work. They are doing a good job and I,wish the financial support
Was greater for them. It:isridiculous to expe.ct that the percent of students
from G.C. going on to grad school could be the same as CLA. To criticise' General
College for,putting spore emphasis on vocational preparation is unjust because the
University, as awhole is mandated to be concerned about careers and vocational
education.

Lhope that your results will show a strong support for the idea of a General
0

-- I think in some way they may be doing a better job pf preparing students for work
titian* other c&11eges.. They're more progmatic and less theoretical. My overall

"reaction to, G.C. is very positive. They provide a very essential form of educa-
tion. Different people learn in different ways, and G.C. meets the needs of a

. certain group of Aople: I've seen a lot of students go to G.C. and then trans-
fer to other colleges. Those students have been as well prepared to go into
upper division work as those who have started in other colleges.

tional options for these students.

.-.LG.C. Offers more help to students who need to feel a sense'df unity and one-to-
one-aitention. There is sow, probtlem of a 100 image on campus. Inithe work areas

'off campus, they seem to ha -as much respect as,the,ether cokleges.

They have an important mission within the University, With more adult students
and students with non-traditional backgrounds seeking access, to higher education,
it is ' important to have a college within tht University that can provide educa-

-- Some of7GAL. programs are redundantith what else is offered at the
. , , .

. ._.

. ,.k. .
ii

1
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high School Counselors Group

Answers to Q11 -- Do you have any comnerils or suggestions about General College '

that you would like to add? s 4

--,I'm glad_ it is there. I think it'os very important. The specific prodrams are
very good and solid. More publicity is needed on skills laboratory. Results
are very good with the perbentages going through. Vry necessary.

-- From a counseling conference I attended (Update Conference in Navarre), I
learned that General College needs to do more public relations es to 'what
General' College specifically tp offer in two year programs. Shouldn't
just be a stepping stone to another school or program.

-- It has a bad name--change the name--it's a downer. Needs a name with a little
'sparkle.

been impressed by the amount Of help that General College can offer
students in study helps and career counseling.

1

-- They certainly could do a lot more. at the U to explain what the GC is for.
The idea of going to the U of M is something some people really want to be
able to say, but what college they are in is also of importance. So people
should know what the G.C. is really for and what options are available there.

-- Don't drop it! That would be terrible. I think the work in tfe occupational
area is fantastic. At least students get a start in the General College.
The credits can transfer to a further degree in anything, So it can'be used

. like a junior college.

I guess I would like more information about the pi.C.
go on to a 4-year college and how they.get along.in
wise. Also, what kind of grades do students get in
grades, some information on how successful they are
4-year college. '

students who actually do'
the 4-year colleges grade -
GC and, according to thOse
after they transfer-to the

f

-- I was #leased when they went into the 4-year program at G.C. and am also pleased
with some of the 'ocational classes and programs they've added. I very much
support the fact that there is,a G.C. on the U campus.

---I would say they should expand if they are going to compete with community
Colleges. They shbuld offer more courses that'students can use to go on to
a professional program.. They can get all those good courses like trigonometry,
calculus, 'etc. at comminity colleges like Lakewood, but they can't at the U's G.C.

=- I would like to say that General College is a very valuable resource for many
students--it allows them^to enter 'college world with less stress and more
acceptance than they encbunter in'some of the other U Colleges.

-- I hope G.C. continues. There is a need to'have an open-ended program for
students to prove themselves after high school.

-- I guess maybe some leaflet or pamphle t coming out explaining the purposes, etc.
of G.C. would be good.

-- keep it.

0c
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,

-- "I'd like to know some informtion 'about the people that go on to graduate
school(percentages)fromG.c-,7 Also need more information on,what they deter-
mine to be the,objectives ofOP tir school.

-- Make it better known--adveTtlse it more.

- - I think they should do more publicizing of,what's available for kids.
. The kids are not aware that thereare four year prograUS available in G.C.

-- I would like tto, see an easier transfer from G.C. to CLA like it is from a
community coll'ge. ,Maybe just a C average should be acceptable.

-- It is too bee-that kids dpA't have a very good impression of GC, generally.
. It's hard toexplain to they that it fs an\alterrnative if they can't make .

CLA and- ake it sound'like a valuable alternative. It should be made to
seem like a valuable choice.

k
The book that you send out does aogOod job of explaining your school.

-- Keep it going--it's doing a good job.

-- Serving a definite' purpose in helping students to adjustto college. The U
is making greater efforts on this right now, but I think there is special
effort,in General College.

I would like to see a representatpe,frpm the General College visit the high
school at least once d year to explain and talk abott General College.

-7 If I had a chance to research it, I would. It serves a purpose--it gives the
. kids a chance to experience college even if they,are not the hest students.

Very pogitive. There is a vital need for.t.

- - I' glad we-have it as an a4ernate for students who want to enter the U but
4

7

-- I like whatoGener al College offers as variety Of curriculum plans. I would
like to see the attitudes of theieneral population change as to what General
College now offers in their 2 -year and 4-year d4ree plans.

x 4

-- It is necessary to hive a college like this for students to have another chance
to prove,themselves,in the college field.

/,

- - I've never received any information on the Uss General College. if they want
it to go,rmaybe.they should advertise it a little more. /

-- I'd like to ,see them do.more in terms of small pamphlets and things like hand-
outs- for:litudents. The CLA College and Business College seem to do more of
that, and, it would be nice to have things arourid that students/could just pick
up telling about the G.T. d

IL think V. C. has been a saviour for quite a few kidsywho might not have had
opportunity to go to c011ege without thacoption. I would hate to see it
close up.

cannot 'get into another college.

--,This is not a good time of year to do this survey. (Busy time of the year

for the, high schools) .
.,

-- I thitk that in meeting with .representatives fioM the s ools that we really

do not have much information.about G.C. I think we sho Id get more information
,

about° their programs.
9 9 (



P 3 -- Q11, High School Counselors

someI probably don't know about General College as I do about some of our local,
community colleges.

1

- - My biggest .thing as a counselor is, how easy, is it to get transferred to
another college from G.C.? It's easier to transfer out of a junior college,
as far as 1 know. *I.guess 'there is a fuzzy area there that needs to be
setter explained.

'4- I would hate to see them take ai.ay the G.C. since it had helped a lot of stu*
dents who otherwise might not have had anything else to go on to.

- - It would be helpful to be better informed on the G.C. We would like catalogs
pout here, too.) Just more things in general to help us present it better to
the students.

or-

t.
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U of M Faculty
,

(School of Management)

Answers to 0:1 -- Do ybu have apy.commenta or suggestions about General College
that you would like to add?

-- They've done a poor job of marketing. I think they need to explain more
. clearly what General College has to offer and who it is available to.

-- I think "U Without Walls" Program is the weakestprogram. [Apparently,
thisTerson has G.C. confused with University College].

-- The question'I have/is whether or not it really belongs at the University.

-- GC Was started in the '30s to take care of those people who'couldn't get intoCLA: AccUrate information would be beneficial now. .There are some under-
graduates from GC in thp business school who-do-develop a good record and go
on to get out from under the AA degree. .

-- Given the growth of other programs that serve the same need, I wonder if thereis a need for General College.
.

.

-- Might be nice to know what it does and what it,is. [This person had never
/ -heard of'General College]. .

t
,.' ...

/

.
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U ofM Faculty

(College of Education)

Answers to Q11 -- Do you have any comments or suggestions about Gefieral College
--t-

.that you would like add?

-- They shouldoffer,classes for GeneralCollege students in the other colleges.
There should be more, interactiolObetigeen teachers and students there.

1 .

--'I guess I think the concept of GC (we don't have lots, of schbols--jgst one U)
is very good&-we take in a lot ot.students through GC. I think it serves its
purpose. )

,

-7 They probably ought to do more public relations about their strong points
and their contributions` to the students.

, .

- -: I think it's doing a very good job--it is a very significant part of the U.
The U needs it more than ,it needs the U.

. i
-- I see it as as cloSe to open enrollment system as we've got so it's inipprtant

to keep it.
I

I
t

C
A-- Need anew 'building.

.' .

,..

-- Traditional prOblem of how to give the community information on whatthe
.does. .

It's a very Unique institution.within a state university. I didn't quite
understand GC when I'first came here but I appreciate its usefulness much
morq, now.

-A- It is lamentable thatYGC tends to set up a second curriculuM alongside other
,curriculai 'offerings in Other divisions. There is a-problem here pf redundanCY.
They havetheixrawnpsychologx, statistics courses. Is this really necessary

0 when'they are offered in other schools?

-- I have long thought that GC should be a -model of intellectual excellence .

betauseit deals with people who have been badly treated by society (women
in lawet class family, for instance). They really should have a more decent
building.

.

.

I' think it is necessary to Maintain ft..-
.

I guess the'biggest thing,is better communicatiOn with the professions
they are preparing students for. We have experienced - - speaking of the
lisic"Department nbw--some very.poOr advising on the part of the Laculty.
,[This person is on the faculty in music education).

- - GC has an trap rtant place at the U to serve students who haven't mane up
,their meds about areers. GCS's goal shbuld be to provide assistance in
career counseling, ( counseling should not,just be college related but also
be job-relate0:- My suspicibn is that there are some, but,not,a great number,,
of Courses or htlp offereti for(this.

-- I would like to see that GC or something like it stays at the U.

A
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p. 2 Q. 11, Education faculty

I worked with both studenti and staff at GC and they'are really as good as
found at other colleges.

I wonder about rationale for four-year programs. Is'it adding four years onto
2 years? Do they stay in GC rather than transfer into one of the other colleges?
Is there really a need to. offer a 4 year program with all, the other 4:-year
degrees. available here at the U?

e'
-- Is is a part of the total program here at the U and should be continued in

the future.

-- GC seems to realize there is an audience of people out there who -can profit
from what the U can offer. The /-611 of the U might take cues from GC and
reach out to this audience and offer things in this palatable way.

-- Has an open program, which'is good. However; students,should be counseled
more abdut job requirements and certification policies prior to their begin-
ning their educational programs in General College. My experience tells me
that this is not done adequately.

a.

4. OP
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U of 11 Faculty.

(School of Nursing)

Answersto Q11 -- Do you have any.comments or suggestions about General College
that you would li1Ce to add?

-- Not a good college tobe in. It might help to get better informtion out
abgpt General College to those people who know So little about it.,,

7

a
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U of M Faculty

(College of Liberal Arts)

Answers to Q1,11 -- Do you have any comments or suggestions about General College
-6- that you would like to add?

Itseems to be particularly good.for minority students.
more financial support from legislature.

-- General College is a good idea.

General College needs

-AWe need more communication about G.C. It seems people are just not well
informed.

-- Should be continued and supported.

Prohably does need more selling. the only things I've heard hbout,it have
been negative and so if there are some positive features, we shOuld hear
about it.

- - I persbnally think it is unnecessary.' The U should not be a vocational school.

It should be more selective--at'l passing in General College, it's not in CLA.

-- I think it serves a useful function, but its usefulness may be outlived because
of the recent groyth of community colleges-

=- G.C. has good courses on writing and literature--some of the best of the U.

Questions: 'Does General College degree make one eligible to get a graduate
degree?' How is the adult special category related to G..C.? It might be
well to publicize how or What credits will actually transfer to other colleges
at the U.

-- I'd like to have G.C. perform a function that Isn't performed elsewhere at
the University.. I do view it as a kind of "catchup" area. I don't care for
duplication at the University. I don'tthink the same subject matter should
be taught in the same way in two- different colleges. I think G.C. 143 prob-

ably approaching itdifferently now, though.
.

-- There is not much awareness of it on campus--it should be better known. M4ybe

,a positive article in the Daily would be helpful.

-= I was skeptical about them instituting a four-year degree.'iHowever, I would
liketo more about them before making a judgement.

--, Think it should be integrated with CLA. The open structure it has should.be
available CLA students as well.'

-- Fairly g
about it.

o . The GC transfers into my unit have made no negative comments

- - When students transfer to CLA and don't do well, G.C. ggts a bad reputation.
20 years ago there were more transfers to Arts., College than now. There is
-a rieed for a Twin Cities State College--a low cost, public institution. G.C:

serves that function to some'extent. Sometimes students. will go out state
if'they can afford it. ,Perhaps G.C. wouldido better if it was separated off ,

from the University's general budget. G.C. seems to be becoming a "terminal"
education. The'students don't transfer into other colleges or institutions.

1 0 ;i



p. 2 -- Q11, CLA f ;culty

- - A valuable part of the overall program at the 'University. It certainly should
. be kept.

-- I wish I knew more about it.

-- Is Genera College remedial or a stepping stone? Are people going on to some-
thing els or is an end in itself? I know some graduate students who'Ve gone
over there to teach. They've done a conscientious job. The instruction seems
to be pretty good in G.C.

J. . ,
,

-- Would 'be good to have more publicity on what G.C. has. to offer.

- I'm concerned about how well it's integrated with other proFams at the
,University. Is there enough encouragement of 'students to take courses out
of G.C. if they are capable? . , ..

-
-- G.C. serves a very important .purpose. It provides opportunities for students

that they,couldn't have found at outset in other colleges at U:cs°Tt-is easier
so they have a second chance to show what they can do. Being we.are a State
Institution, we should serve the widest spectrum possible. G.C. helps us to
do that. All people in the state should have access to the U and G.C. makes
that possible.

- - I think they need, more advertising' and information dissemination. They also
need to reduce the stigma attached to G.C. students.

-- As a state university we have .an obligation to provide the type of education
that is available in General College.

,

-- Only that I'm wondering why there is not more coordination with CLA. They
seem to.be so separate - -their students stay in their own area--especially in
reference to the'aging course. CLA courses aren't listed in their catalogs.

-I- A very worthwhile part of the University.

-- The University has tried a number of experimental; educational programs from
time to time and many blight be centered-adMinistratively in General College.

We are going to be facing more cuts'in the future. and this might be a
possibility.

,

.

- - Don't know much about General College. Would like to sae something on this
poll when completed.

-- y 6u have the money, get out a pamphlet similar to the one sent out recently
by University College.

-- I'm indifferent-to it. If we have
it. We. don't really need to be in
ing tool with legislators over the
of it to appease out-state system)

to eliminate expenses.at the U, get rid of
that business. We could, use it'as a bargain-
cOMmunity college system. (We could get rid

.
-- I consider it a'very good andt_important program. I feel strongly that t

University has to open up in a democratic sense and cater tnon -elite- 4 ,ups.Ups. -

lot;
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p. Q11, CLA faculty

U of M should rethink whec4er GC type college should be maintained. With the
graWth in higher educatfontin Minnegota in the last 1,5.yearup, the need f011T the-
GC in Mpls./St. Paul area may be less groat than when GC was first established.
IE: Jr. colleges,lfarticularlY Minneapolis Cothmunity College and Metro State
University are capable of doing what GChas done. The U of M is a research

, institution-and it makes it difficUlt for any unit like CC, which is so domt
inantly.a teaching college. Whethor fair or not, Pie faculty there have trouble
with repueatiOn, status, amd teaching load. Those studgnts need more time--
it's,a draining teaching exioerience

I think we should think atbdut whether GC enrollment shouldn't be carefully
controlled. In a way it is a drain on the U of M's resources having it here.

'Don't feel they should offer bacalaureate degree when no courses-are offered
at 50Q0 level.

-: They could do more about letting people know precisely what they have -to offer,
I only know of three people personally who attended there. Otherwise I would,'
know nothing unless I were to seek out the informatidh.

-- It is good to have a point of entry for people who want to go to college and
don't have'all the training necessary. It is a real opportunity. Some CLA
students should be sent back to GC to brush up on their basic skills. .

-- More information 'should be given out about GC.

dt
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U of M Faculty

(Home Economics)

Answers to Q11 -- Do you have any, comments or suggestions about Genera. College
that you would like to add?

-- Should have more publications explaining its purpose and more information
owtheNkiad.Of student it seeks to serve. '

.4 ,
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Non General College Students

(School of Management)

Answers to Question 11,-- Do you have any comments or suggestions about General
College that you would liketo add?

- - It should publicize its progpans more.

. For older students, it's a good starter.
. ,

- - A lot of people go there. Maybe CLA is too hard to get into.

--.I don't think it 1.s promoted right.

-- Could be used in such a way that there isn't such a step between GC and other
colleges. Should be a more integrated process.

.
,' I would have liked to have known about it when I started school. - '-There is

a nice variety of classes offered.

-- Good place to get stafted, All students should be aware of the clisses offered
there..

-, Should provide more Information about programs offered.

-- Too much like A. college within the University.

- -y It should be RAde easier to transfer credits from GC to other colleges.

Maybe-you shogld consider/automatic transfers after a period of time.in
$ General College.

Broadellep things you offer. ,You already have good courses.

-- Need better organizatioh. The programs keep changing.

- - Too difficult for transferring classes7--doesn't make sense with basic'coUrses.

- - More information should be available -- publicize better.
4 N44-.,/

- -It is important that GC not be discontinued:

- - Keep it going.- It gives Students different alt atives.

go.
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Non General College Students

(College of Education)

Answers to Q11. Do you have any comments-4 suggestions about General College
that you would like to add?

Really a good place to get started, but should move on to other schools.

C
Goodistart for kids out of high school--should be promoted.

-- Feel it offers some students a good starting place in their careers.

- - I think it's really great, especially for someone who comes-in and doesn't
know what they want to major in. It gives them a chance to experience a
college education, not just acajiemic but other experiences unique to college
life. It does train your mind. A technical school is just job oriented.
GC offers multi-disciplinary subjects, and that is helpful.

- - They do have some courses there that you can't get in your own college.
One could incorporate more of your electives from GC so that you could get
a different exposure other than what your own college allows.

- - I think there should be more information available about GC.

-- People should be more aware and more respectful of all tee.colleges at the
U, including General College.

-- A lot more people need to be more informed about what it has to offer.

- - I think it is good to have it. Lots of,people when they first come to the:
U find it hard--it's so competitive. C.C. gives -them confidence. Could
get some more degrees. People tend to transferkout drier a year. If it
had a wider range of degrees, this might not happen.

-- 'It may be OK to go to GC -for a year, but it's 'put down' so much that if
students are turned down by CLA, they really don't want to go to GC. My
friend who goes there said she felt the courses in GC were just as difficult
as those in CLA.

e

-- The reputation should be built up in some They do have a very practical
applichtion, and it must be very important for many students.

-- Hope they won't discontinue it. It does a lot for students coming but of
school who aren't.quite ready'for college. Since GC has open admissiOns,
I feel it gives them opportunities that they might not have had otherwise.

-- Actually, my experience with1it Wasn't 'been that great.

-- I think it's a good college. I 1pe its reputation improves.

- - From my point of view, which isn't b*oad, it's important to help people get
motivated for school! and.get them used to college, in general, so they'll
stay in school~

'-- I went to a junior college Land if the GC program is something like that, I'd
-say it was serving a useful_ purpose.

4
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Non.GeneralfCollege Student7 [1
(College of Education) c-,

. p. 2, Q11

. /-
. ,

-- High school students should be counseled more before college.
. .

, .1 .

-- Like everyone else'I had'an-elitest. attitude. Some people feel that they
can't dowel]. in other parts of the U and tend to ride it out in GC. Not
everyone will want to take the four -year degree, and i think they should be
allowed to get a 2-year degree without going to vocational school.

1 _

it- I think GC should be advertised more. The image should be improved. Too
many people have.a negative opinipnof it. It should be considered:a func-
tional college'at.the U.4' PeopleNhould be shown what it is. I'd hate to
see it disappear- It is very important to some people.

ria'really not familiar enough with GC. I've only known full-time stud nts.
I've had friends in my field of study who have taken classes in GC becau e
they thought they would-be easier classes.

.

- - Even if.it.hasopen admission,. it still could have higher standards. It's
too, easy. I feel that a lot of my friends in GC just don't take school as
seriously as I do. My rooigMate,showed me a paper which she said was the
highest in the class, and'it,was filled withgrammatical mistakes. I know
they give these students lots of positive strokes, but I feel they should be

more realiStic, because when they-get out in, the business world, it would
have. been more helpful.

I would personally like to knoO more about GC. I don'r know if it's hushed
up on purpose, but maybe there shtuld be some art4lea in the Daily about it
so people could learn more about it.

-- Make it a little more like the rest of the colleges in the eyes of the rest of
the U. Other students at the U tend to viewerit as ayocational school.

Wit that it could get better ratings. I feArit;as really bad when people
make cutting, remarks about GC. Some people need a slower start. The U is
hard paced. If you don't have the background,. you could go under at the U.
The Daily just.puts in the .bad news about GC.

-- When I was first accepted at the U, it was in,the General College. I was
disappointed with their counseling service. I felt there were not,many
alternatives of options for their students. I don't feel you should have to
take only GC classes'if you are willing to put the work in on other classes.

-=:1-op.have to have a general college betause not everyone knOws.what they want
:td'devote,their lives to.

-- I've heaccits lot of complaints about the credits from GC not transferring to
the Oth*r.',00lleges at the U.

to

-- It wouldNbe good for someone to prepare himself--someone who didn't have good
training when younger. They can take classes there and then go on'yith their
education-.4

The.0 should provide an opportunity for everybody,.

-- I reallydon't know that much about it - -maybe it 'could be publicized more.

-- Could be advertised more.

-4
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Non General College Students.
(Liberal Arts)

p: 2, Q11 °

Think it's a good program. I wouldn't be in CLA.today if it hadn't been
for GC. .

- Should update their building a little,

-- Seems to Worganized well. Loolcs really fine to me.

-- Good idea. ADM& like it gives more people a better chance.

- - It's beneficial to 'a certain. degree, but I don't kpow how effective a two-
year degree s for job opportunities at this point. Even a 4-yearldegree
is* effective now, though, Z guess!

-- People who have started in GC and goner on, would probably-not be in college
now if it weren't for GC.

With so many community colleges around, is it really necessary?

. -- Should change the name. "General" is too-general.

Don't know Much about it. CLA is more widely known.
°

Keep'it around and improve it. Make GC courses more transferrable.

I just think it's really great. Everything about the U is great, and all
the colleges are good.

-7- It's-something that's got to be there. It serves an important function.

- - Has a 2 year program that is a lot like the community colleges. It does serve
a useful purpose.. Having it on campus helps certain students to see,that
academics Aren't so bad, after all, and then they can progress from there.

Needs more expoSure.

-- I was hinking of goi4 into. radiology after my freshman year inCLA. Now
it s I may have to transfer,into GC. How do they decide which college you
should Liberal Arts or'General C011ege?

- - Present or expose it a little more to kids that.are already in college,

a good alternative rap kid's who don't want to go into CLA.

-- It should be something that students are.made more aware of when starting at
the U. Students from other, U colleges could be madetaware that some classes
could be taken into GC befOre getting into their majOr.

I don't know a lot about GC because it is not publicized enough.,_

-- It is good that 4.f's there but it would be better if it didn't have such a
poor academic reputation.
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Non General College Students
(Liberal Arts) .

p. 3, Q11

-- I think it serves a good function. Prograi atGC is an alternative to the
community colleges. 'Teople are more likely .to get accepted in other col-
leges at the U after sperdpg aLyear in General.College or community college.

4--- Way'I undo stand General College, it is a lot, like a junior college. If,
would probaVly cost Ass to go to a junior college.

J



Non General College Students

(Home Economics)

Answers to Q11. Do you have any comments or suggestions about General,. College
that you would like to add?

- - I was treated well by the instructor in the class I took in GC.

-- They need to work to give it a better image.. It's more, like a junior college,
rather like,an alternate form of education at the U.

r-
-- It seems like the classes offered by CC look good,,but actually they are not

specific enough.

-

It'i a very valuable school. , If I had to choose between junior college, and
.CTC, I'd take GC. They have a good atmosphere for learning plus you can advance
within the University to CLA without changing schools.

-- my high school counselor biased me against GC, said it wasn't worth going to.

-- Classes are geared to more practidal application. There is lesageheory.
is what some people need.

-- I wish they'd apply more learning techniques in other colleges the way they
do.in GC programmed learning. That really,stuck with me. I took a psychology
class in G.C. I've never had such a good leering experience.

Control Data told me credits wouldn't transfer to GC but would in another
college. I think that's unfair.

- - I'm taking a self-taught math class--I really needed to brush up aftfr twenty
or more years out of school. The math class has been a great prograin for me.

Information should be promoted because I only know it exists and that's all I
knoabout it.

,-- It's nece.gpaiy to upgrade standards so students can be proud of their school.,
I mean its academic standards.

Quitea few student s are prejudiced against GC. I think:they are doing a
good job,,but I don't know how to improve. the image.

-- It should be more representative -- -don't hearmuch about it the way you do CLA
and the others. We should be more informed bout GC. I think it.'s basically
a point to start at when you're unsure'of a goal.

- - I went there and it was a good experience. The teaching approach is good.
They emphasize good learning habits. They care more about the students.
It's not just pushing through and weeaing out. The instructors care about
tile individual students.

- - I'm thinking of transferring into it, to get a general background of courses,
and then transfer out after 1 or 2 years into something more specific. .

Would be nice if GC could offer sciences (chemistry, etc.) for those of us
who aren't in science programs. Then the courses would be more geared toward
our learning.

r.
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